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The Leverhulme Trust in 2006
Chairman’s Foreword
Each year in the Annual Report, I make a point of acknowledging the sterling
contribution made by the many peer reviewers contacted by the Trust. 2006 was
certainly no exception, and this year I would like to emphasise the absolutely crucial
role played by this community and to state how much the Trust appreciates its help.
Because the Trust receives applications for research spanning the full array of
academic disciplines, the highest reliance is placed on informed assessment of a
proposal’s potential and scholarly worth. With the benefit of such guidance, the
Trustees endeavour to maintain the highest possible standards of academic
endeavour through the proposals they support. Based on the wishes of the Trust’s
Founder, the Trust’s raison d’être has been to encourage applications which
demonstrate individual vision, originality and intellectual rigour. Our referees take
very seriously these criteria, and apply them to the evaluation of every proposal they
receive. My sincere thanks go therefore to the many colleagues who have given the
Trust the benefit of their expertise throughout the year, both in the academic
community as a whole, and those whose contribution is made on a more regular
basis – the members of the Leverhulme Advisory Panel and the Research Awards
Advisory Committee.
First-rate scholarship was much in evidence in the many research proposals
supported throughout the year. As in previous years, Research Projects and
International Networks of robust intellectual promise were given awards, as well as a
number of arts organisations and conservatoires offering outstandingly talented
young people an opportunity to train in their chosen sphere of the arts. The topics of
the two annual Programme Awards were Natural Capital and Ecological Wealth and
Media and Communication which resulted in proposals spanning numerous
disciplines and blurring academic boundaries to a stimulating degree.
The various Fellowships offered by the Trust continued to attract extremely strong
applicants with clearly defined ideas of the research paths they wished to follow. For
example, two topics selected by successful Major Research Fellowship candidates –
Helen of Troy: a literary life and Interpreting Bach’s Passions - promise interesting and
important outcomes. 2006 also saw the successful candidates of our Study Abroad
Studentships travelling to many far flung destinations including South Africa,
Kazakhstan, New Zealand and India. Again, a wide variety of topics have been
chosen, including: The right of forcibly displaced persons to return home (Colombia);
Advanced training in cello performance (Germany) and Approximation of quantum chaos
to atomic nuclei (Mexico).
Other activities during the year in which the Trust has been closely involved include
an evening Symposium organised by the Royal Academy of Engineering which, for
the first time, brought together Senior Research Fellows and eminent speakers from
that Academy, from the Royal Society and from the British Academy. The theme was
‘What is successful research’ and the evening proved to be a most useful way of
enabling the three organisations to interact. In December, Professor Marcus du
Sautoy gave the Royal Institution Christmas Lectures on the general theme of
Mathematics. In his hands, these lectures proved to be both highly entertaining and
scholarly, and were broadcast on Channel 5 over the Christmas period.
And so it is a great pleasure to report on yet another stimulating and exciting year at
the Trust. It is a pleasure also to acknowledge the consistent enthusiasm and
professionalism demonstrated by its staff - the Trustees are immensely grateful to
each and every one of them. In closing, may I as always record my appreciation of
the invaluable contribution made to the successful governance of the Trust by my
fellow Trustees. Their generous and open-minded approach, together with their
willingness to be guided by expert opinion, results in each application receiving a fair
and informed ‘day in court’. The ideals of the Trust’s Founder are therefore in safe
hands, and the Trust remains true to its original purpose in its wish to support the
highest standards of research and education.

Sir Michael Angus
June 2007
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Director’s Foreword
The recognition that a vibrant research community must contribute to the well-being
of a modern society is now part of the established ‘conventional wisdom’. The
aspiration of many states to build their futures on thriving ‘knowledge economies’
emphasises the extent to which competition in research quality has now become an
accepted part of national life. Much of this is a recent development which deserves
to be considered with sympathy by a Trust which has, after all, been active in the
support of research for over seventy years. There will also be a tendency for such a
Trust to advise caution when confronted with claims of a direct and simple link
between research activity and general prosperity.
The ambitions of the Trust are, as true reflections of the thinking of its founder, the
First Viscount Leverhulme, similarly concerned with community well-being. It is true
that he also saw the possibility of a direct and simple link between action and such
well-being; he did, however, believe that the link must be built upon a more focussed
point of action. This he saw as being the engaged individual, the one who would be
able to combine theoretical understanding with practical expertise, to identify societal
needs and ways of satisfying them, and to bring impressive personal energies to the
achieving of the desired outcome.
The view that research is to be undertaken for a purpose does imply that great
respect will be paid to the research outcomes; but it is a recognised attribute of
funding agencies that they are more inclined to concentrate their efforts on the
evaluation of research proposals for future work rather than to assess the research
reports that have resulted from completed work. A number of reasons for this
tendency can be identified. There is an urgency associated with the taking of
decisions that affect the future. There is an opportunity for choice in the review of
rival bids for support. The Gallic response of fait accompli or the German disdain for
‘yesterday’s snow’, suggest that the task of final report assessment can carry a tone
of ‘completing the cycle’, the ritual enactment of the closing step in a sequence of
activity linked to the research award.
There is also considerable difficulty in the assessing of outcomes. The research
results often require a gestation period before their significance can be fully
appreciated. But here again, the approach of the Founder offers comfort: the most
reliable consequence of the undertaking of research work is the creating of an
accomplished individual. It is indeed one of the great pleasures of association with
the Trust to encounter striking examples of this in the form of former grant or bursary
holders who can provide compelling evidence in their own careers of the validity of
the concept. The range of the Trust’s activity is of course also reflected in the fine
array of influential research writings.
The Trustees have deservedly taken much comfort from these consequences of their
decisions. Nonetheless, there is now a growing concern to give a level of systematic
attention to the outcomes of awards which can better match that currently given to
the process of project selection; the resulting understanding of the Trust’s impact
should offer benefit not least for the continuing strategic guidance of future policy.
It is, as always on these occasions, a great pleasure to acknowledge the generosity of all
those concerned with the operations of the Trust in their consistent commitment to the
success of its endeavours. The extent of the Trust’s community is remarkably wide,
including as it does students and faculty, applicants and reviewers, visitors and visited,
individuals and networks, representatives of all academic spheres of thinking and
indeed the Trustees and Trust staff. It is a happy irony that a Trust so concerned with
the contribution of the individual should be so fortunate in its being able to place
reliance on the harmonious interaction of these many different members of its ‘family’.

Richard Brook
July 2007
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Projects

Report of the Year 2006
I. INTRODUCTION
The following paragraphs provide first a review of the
operation and intent of the different schemes conducted by
the Leverhulme Trust, secondly an analysis of the discipline
balance and success rates associated with those schemes, and
thirdly a note on one of the styles of project award made by
the Trust, namely, the Programme Grants.

II. THE OPERATIONS OF THE TRUST
The awarding of ‘scholarships for research and education’ as
stipulated by the Founder’s Will continues to be reflected in
the making of grants for the conduct of research and of
bursaries for educational purposes. The awards fall into
three main categories, namely, those for the undertaking of
specific research projects, those for research or study
undertaken by individuals holding fellowships, studentships
or bursaries, and those for the recognition of individual
research achievement by way of prizes. The bursaries are
predominantly for students in the fine and performing arts
although there is also a small involvement with innovative
educational approaches in these disciplines. The following
paragraphs outline the progress made within the different
activities during the year. The ‘Awards in Focus’ section of
the Report provides examples of the types of award,
indicating something of the style and character of the work
that can be undertaken. The overall level of activity is shown
in the table:
2005

2006

Total Expenditure

£31.9M

£44.3M

Direct Awards
Number of Outline Applications
Number of grants awarded
Financial commitment

775
171
£25.3M

752
172
£34.0M

RAAC
Number of applications
Number of grants awarded
Financial commitment

1263
185
£4.5M

1251
231
£6.0M

It will be seen that the allocations are made by two paths,
namely, first by direct decision of the Trustees at their three
meetings held during the year and secondly by the work of the
Research Awards Advisory Committee (RAAC) acting on
behalf of the Trustees. As can be seen in the table, the volume
of activity of the Trust in terms of expenditure during the year
has shown a distinct increase. The forward commitment
entered into during the year has also grown substantially
notwithstanding the relatively constant number of direct
grants awarded. The difference between the total expenditure
figure and the two sets of financial commitment figures
includes administrative costs and a figure for the revision of
commitments from earlier years arising from the introduction
of revised salary structures at universities.
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Grants for research projects are made within two major
categories, much the greater fraction being in the form of
responsive awards, i.e., where the choice of topic and the
research design lie entirely with the applicant. The lesser
fraction is that of the annual Programme awards, where the
research community is invited to send forward proposals in
response to two themes selected by the Trustees. Most
awards in the first category are for less than £250,000; the
Programme awards are for sums of up to £1,750,000.
A statistical review of the responsive awards is given later in
this section both in terms of the disciplinary range of the
proposals put to the Trustees and in terms of the success
rates enjoyed by these proposals. The awards themselves are
listed in a later section of the Report. As in earlier years, the
range of topic and the energy of the research ambition
reflected in the planned work are persuasive indicators of the
distinctive qualities of the Trust’s involvement.
The themes proposed by the Trustees for the Programme awards
in 2006 were Media and Communication and Natural Capital and
Ecological Wealth. The response was encouraging with 38 and 25
bids being received for the two themes respectively. The Trustees
were appreciative of the peer review advice which formed such
an important part of the selection process; they were also alert to
the care and imagination shown by applicants in what was
recognised to be a demanding competition. Encouraged by the
ability of such Programme awards to bring genuine impact to the
study of significant themes, the Trustees selected two topics for
the next round of the competition (Ceremony and Ritual and The
Uses of Higher Education).
Fellowships
The majority of Fellowships are awarded by the RAAC and
information on the year’s operations is accordingly given in
the section of the report covering that Committee’s activity.
Statistical summaries of the fellowship schemes are also given
later in this section.
One fellowship scheme within the direct care of the Trustees is
that of the Major Research Fellowships in the Humanities and
Social Sciences. These awards provide typically two or three
years of teaching replacement so that the award holders can
conduct a piece of intensive and concentrated research
around a theme of their own choosing. The opportunity
provided for research initiative by such awards has been
widely appreciated by applicants and the competition is
notable for its scale, its quality, and most strikingly for its
demonstration of original and creative thinking across a rich
array of subject areas. The 2006 entries were recognised by
the selection panel to be of outstanding quality and in
recognition of this high standard 26 awards were made in
response to the 196 applications.
Networking
The International Networks allow research scholars in different
locations to work together by providing travel funds and
support for workshops and some research assistance. The
scheme is valued by applicants as providing support for
activities which can be of the greatest value in advancing
scholarship but which are difficult to promote within the
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format of project awards; there has at the same time been
concern on the part of the Trustees that the participating
institutions should all be capable of bringing specific skills
and experience to the selected research theme, for example, of
geographical, linguistic or cultural familiarity.
The Visiting Professorships enable visits to be made to the UK
by international scholars whose standing is such as to suggest
their ability to strengthen the work of the host UK groups. 36
awards were made during the year in response to the 68
nominations.
A scheme with analogous ambitions, namely, the building of
links, but where the distance between the disciplines is more
dramatic, is that of Artists in Residence.
The Trustees have, in making 13 awards in response to the 20
applications received during the year, emphasised their view
that a genuine mix of contrasting disciplines or traditions
between the artist and the receiving institution is crucial to the
success of a placement. The independence of the artist, i.e.,
the freedom to follow a personal vision rather than simply to
provide artistic services to the institution, is seen to be crucial
to the success of the collaboration.
Prizes
The Philip Leverhulme Prizes seek to recognise younger
research colleagues (typically less than 36 years of age) whose
research contribution has already led to their recognition at
the international level. 128 nominations were received which
resulted in 24 awards across five disciplines. The listing given
in the later section of the report provides evidence for the
value of such awards not only for the individuals concerned
(each prize-winner receives £70,000) but also for the
recognition accorded to their disciplines. The growing
familiarity of the academic world with this set of prizes is
bringing increasing recognition to the stature of the awardees.

III. BALANCE OF ACTIVITY
a) Types of activity
The Trustees undertake a strategic review of the work of the
Trust on an annual basis. The review has considered the
Trust’s 2006 portfolio to be divided into the following
categories:
Research Projects
Research Programmes
Major Research Fellowships
Visiting Professorships
Education Grants
Artists in Residence
Philip Leverhulme Prizes
RAAC Awards
In the absence of any redirection resulting from the
deliberations of the Trustees at the strategy review, the
expectation is that in a standard year some £40M of resources
are to be allocated to these schemes. An indication of the
proportion of the commitment of future funds associated with
decisions on awards in 2006 within each category is shown in
Figure 1. (The costs of artists in residence, at less than 0.5% of
the total, are not separately indicated.)

Education
The Trust has continued to make direct awards to colleges and
academies for the support of students normally undertaking
graduate level professional training in the fine and performing
arts. There is no doubt that the contribution of the Trust to the
flexible and sensitive provision of such training is deeply
appreciated. A change introduced during the year relates to
the procedure to be followed in renewing existing awards. It
has been the practice to require full ab initio applications from
institutions at the close of a particular grant cycle. This has
now been replaced by a rolling award scheme which has a
presumption of continuation for the bursary allocation to a
particular institution in response to an annual report
confirming the sustained vitality of the training provided.
Symposium
The Trustees have held to their view that there is much benefit
to be derived from a major conference dedicated to a subject
of potential interest to the wider public but calling upon the
highest standards of academic thinking across the relevant set
of disciplines. It has accordingly been decided that a further
Leverhulme Symposium should be held in 2008 at the
University of Cambridge on the theme of Earth’s Climate: Past,
Present and Future.
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The RAAC Awards, involving £6M of resources available for
allocation, comprise the following activities:
Research Fellowships
Study Abroad Studentships
Study Abroad Fellowships
Special Research Fellowships
Emeritus Fellowships

b) Balance between Disciplines
It is a major aspect of the Trust that the process adopted for
the consideration of an application is unaffected by the nature
of the discipline(s) touched upon in the proposal. The
selection of peer reviewers is, of course, determined by the
nature of the subject but the eventual decision to support or
not to support is taken by a process which remains the same
for all themes. It is accordingly somewhat artificial to attempt
a division between subject areas. Such a division is, however,
helpful in reflecting the range and diversity of the portfolio.
The Trustees decide upon awards at their meetings held three
times each year. The new awards are added to the database of
active grants. At the same time, grants that have run their
course are continually being removed from the active category.
There is thus a continuous turnover of grants and awards. The
composition of the portfolio of active project grants present
on the database at the end of 2006 includes 1294 grants in
progress. In Figure 2 we show the distribution (by number) of
these grants over broad subject areas. (In this figure, the
bursaries for professional training and development in the
arts are included within the ‘education’ category.)
In Figure 3 we show the evolution of our support in the major
subject areas: all science (basic sciences and applied
sciences); all humanities; and all social sciences (business
and economics, government and law, social sciences and
education). The figure shows a distribution holding to the
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pattern of 2005 with no further convergence in the number of
awards in the natural sciences and in the humanities or
further recovery in the fraction of the Trust’s activity devoted
to the social sciences.
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c) Success Rates
The success rates for responsive grants within any given year
are difficult to present simply because of the nature of the
reviewing system.
Applicants initially send an outline
application, which may be submitted at any time during the
year. If this outline application is successful, the applicant is
invited to submit a full application for one of the three annual
dates set for such submission. Depending on the applicant,
there can be a period of up to a year between the invitation to
submit a full application and the actual submission of that
application. This procedure means that statistics presenting
the numbers of research project grants awarded or the
numbers of full applications received in any one year are likely
to include a number of projects for which the outline
applications were made in the previous year.
With this caveat in mind, we can review the success rates for
those putting proposals to the Trust. If the success rate in the
outline step for the year (A%) is multiplied by the success rate
in the final award step during the year, then an estimate of the
overall success rate can be made. The final award step is itself
composed of two stages, namely, one where the received peer
review advice determines whether the bid is put to the
Trustees for approval (B%) and one where the Trustees in fact
determine whether they wish to give this approval (C%). The
respective percentages have now become relatively stable at
50% (A), 55% (B) and 70% (C) leading to an overall success
rate of close to 20%, i.e., similar to the 2004 and 2005 values.
These represent an encouraging and welcome recovery from
the low figure of less than 10% encountered in 2003 when the
new procedure for outline bid review was first introduced.

d) RAAC Awards
The work of the RAAC is presented more fully in the chapter
comprising the report of its Chairman, Professor Keith Gull; it
is reviewed briefly here in terms of the set of factors
considered for the directly awarded grants.
The distribution of activity between the different forms of
support is shown in Figure 4 where the predominant role (in
number terms) of the Research Fellowships can be seen. The
distribution between disciplines is shown in Figure 5; the
coverage is wide with strong levels of award in the humanities
and in the natural sciences.
Finally Figure 6 shows the success rates for 2006 and for the
two preceding years associated with the different schemes of
the Committee. These vary substantially; they have been
particularly low for the Early Career Fellowships in which postdoctoral research workers can seek funds (50%) for their own
salary in conjunction with matching funds from their
institution. The increased allocation made by the Trustees to
the Committee in 2006 has, however, permitted some
amelioration of this problem. The results for two of the directly
awarded schemes, the Major Research Fellowships and the
Philip Leverhulme Prizes, are also given in the figure to allow
comparison.
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Success rates for various awards

IV. RESEARCH PROGRAMME AWARDS
The one scheme of the Trust where there is a major departure
from the responsive mode, i.e., where the applicant is
responsible for the choice of research theme, is that of the
Research Programme Awards.
The scheme was first
introduced in 1995. Since then, the Trustees have on an
annual basis selected two themes which are then put to the
research community together with an invitation to submit
proposals. The sum available for each award (and each topic
has for the most part been associated with a single award) has
been £1.25M until 2006. In this year, the scale of award has
been increased to a maximum of £1.75M.
The concept for the Programmes is that a set of interlinked
sub-projects should be undertaken within the proposed overarching theme so that after some five years of research activity
a refreshed understanding should have been attained. The
initial themes were drawn largely from the social sciences and
humanities (Figure 7), this being seen as a means to enlarge
the Trust’s involvement with these sectors. The specific
subjects are often chosen to be inclusive in the sense that
specialists within a wide range of disciplines can see
themselves as qualified to bid. Topics such as The Nature of
Evidence or Abandoning the Past are illustrative of this
ambition. The themes offered in recent years are indicated in
Figure 8 which also shows the level of response to the call for
proposals.
The evaluation of bids is conducted on the basis of peer review
with a view to the selection of a short listed set of five
applicant groups; interviews are then held with representatives
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of these groups to assess the extent to which a genuinely
coherent set of sub-projects has been conceived within the
over-arching theme and to assess also the extent to which a
research team has been successfully drawn together to
undertake the research.
The concentrated character of the awards makes it possible to
gain an impression of the progress made; review visits are
conducted at the mid-point in the work and at the close. The
general impression gleaned from such visits is that the
Programme format can be eminently successful in allowing a
given theme to be addressed from a variety of viewpoints, the
resulting accumulated understanding being greater than that
provided by more restricted project work. This is particularly

true where it is possible to keep senior members of the
original research team together and where as a consequence
an accumulation of experience becomes available.
The Trustees have at their annual strategy discussions
questioned the continuing need for the Programme scheme
but have remained persuaded that the comprehensive
character and the scale of research possible can bring genuine
benefits which are distinct from those of the other schemes of
the Trust. This aspect will no doubt continue to receive
attention but the decision has been made to retain the
competition in the Trust’s forward planning for the years 2007
and 2008.
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Report of Research Awards Advisory Committee
Members

Chairman: Professor K Gull, CBE PhD FRS
Professor R Ashton, OBE PhD FBA
Professor R J Bennett, PhD FBA
Professor T M Devine, OBE PhD DLitt FBA FRSE
Professor L Foxhall, MBE PhD
Sir Richard Friend, PhD FREng FRS
Professor J Keating, PhD (from 1 October 2006)
Professor L Nead, PhD
Professor T M Partington, CBE BA (to 30 September 2006)
Professor J Toland, DPhil DsC FRS (to 30 September 2006)
Professor N Wikeley, MA (from 1 October 2006)

The last year was a dynamic one for the Research Awards Advisory Committee (RAAC)
and saw a number of important developments. A £1.5 million increase in the allocation
brought the annual budget to a total of £6 million, and this enabled us to make some
significant decisions regarding the distribution of funds against the background of the
ever-changing grant-giving climate. We are very grateful to the Trustees for their
generous support of the schemes we operate.
Crucially, we were able to increase the financial allocation for the Research Fellowships,
Early Career Fellowships and Study Abroad Studentships, simultaneously raising their
award values. In the case of the Research and Early Career Fellowships this allowed us to
address two issues: to increase award numbers and success rates, and to ensure that the
schemes remained financially viable in the face of rising salary scales. By increasing the
value of the Studentships we ensured that our students were sheltered from rises in
overseas inflation and currency fluctuations. The greater financial allocation had a
marked impact: the number of Research Fellowships rose from 81 in 2005 to 101 in 2006,
and Early Career Fellowships rose from 35 to 52. Thanks to a further £500,000 agreed by
the Trustees in the autumn, we expect to be able to sustain this level of awards in 2007.
I am pleased to report that in 2006 a significant number of our Early Career Fellows
secured long-term funding or permanent employment to follow on from their
Fellowships, demonstrating both the calibre of candidates and the success of the
scheme. The larger number of awards made possible by the increased financial
allocation can only lead to more young academics securing long-term funding. Through
this form of funding, where the host university makes a 50% contribution to the salary
costs of the Fellow, the Trust is developing very successful partnerships with host
institutions, with excellent benefits for the Fellow.
The RAAC schemes as a whole continued to attract large numbers of high-quality
applicants, and intense competition remained a key feature. We continued to support
original, ground-breaking, interdisciplinary research projects, the value of which can
often be seen in the contribution they make to the physical, social and intellectual wellbeing of the wider community. Our schemes span the whole range of academic careers
in every academic discipline, and the following two examples demonstrate both the
diversity of research topics and the candidates supported.
Helen Wheeler was awarded a Studentship for her timely doctoral project which aims to
demonstrate how arctic mammalian herbivores respond to climate change in Yukon,
Canada. It is vital for us to identify the impact of climactic factors caused by global
warming and to understand what strategies species adopt to respond to these changes
and ensure their long-term survival. This in-depth study of sensitive species in a sensitive
habitat will do just that. Professor Robert Owen Jones’s Emeritus Fellowship studies the
resurgent interest in Welsh culture in Patagonia. His work questions whether having
Welsh roots is merely a fashion statement for young Argentineans and what implications
this has for the survival of the Welsh language in this diaspora context.
Last year we saw the departure of two committee members, Professors Martin
Partington and John Toland, and I would like to take this opportunity to thank them both
for their great commitment to the RAAC and hard work over the past seven years. I
would also like to welcome Professors Nick Wikeley and John Keating, who have taken
over their portfolios, and I very much look forward to working with them in the coming
years.

Professor Keith Gull FRS
July 2007
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Financial Report and Accounts
REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES – 2006
The Trustees present their Report and the audited Financial
Statements for the year ended 31st December 2006.

Structure, Governance and Management
The Leverhulme Trust is a Registered Charity, No. 288371. It
derives from the Will of the First Viscount Leverhulme (the
“Founder”), who died in 1925. He left a proportion of his
shares in Lever Brothers Limited upon trust and specified the
income beneficiaries, to include certain trade charities and the
provision of scholarships for such purposes of research and
education, being valid charitable purposes, as the Trustees
might decide. The shareholding subsequently became one
with Unilever plc.

The Trustees, who receive no remuneration for their services,
meet four times per annum to manage the activities of the
Trust, which includes the allocation of the income of the
Leverhulme Trust in accordance with the Will of the Founder
and the 7 November 1983 Trust Deed. They can be supported
by Associates whose responsibilities are to complement the
work of the Trustees. Trustees decide which applications for
grants are to be accepted based upon advice from experts in
the particular field of study.

In November 1983, the High Court approved a declaration of
Charitable Trust from the Will which gave its two charitable
objects each an independent existence including its own
Unilever shareholding. The eligible trade charities became the
concern of the Leverhulme Trade Charities Trust. The
Leverhulme Trust, from that date, was solely concerned with
research and education.

Trustees induction and training consists of briefings from
other Trustees and the Director of the Trust; those appointed
receive copies of relevant Charity Commission publications.

Neither Trust is a limited company and the only connection
between the two charities is that they share the same Trustees
and an annual charge for administration is made from the
Leverhulme Trust to the Leverhulme Trade Charities Trust.
This charge is to cover part of the cost of the Director of
Finance in his capacity as Secretary responsible for the day to
day administration of the Leverhulme Trade Charities Trust.
A legal variation to the 7 November 1983 Trust Deed was
completed on 22 October 1999 and the revised scheme was
approved by The Charity Commission. The two aims of the
revised scheme were (i) to substitute a new clause 4 to replace
that in the 1983 variation in the Trust which had introduced a
restriction on part of the Trust Fund and (ii) to give Trustees
power of amendment of provisions of the Trust Deed. All of the
funds are now applicable for scholarship purposes.
Under the Trust deed, the Trustees have the power to set aside
such sums as they may think fit for the purpose of providing
reserves against their future obligations to the extent that they
have been awarded but are as yet unpaid.
Full information on the scope of the Trust and the policies of the
Trustees is given in an annual publication “The Leverhulme
Trust, a guide for applicants”, which is available on request and
also on the website http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk.
In keeping with the stipulations of the Founder in his Will, any
replacements for one or other of the five Trustee positions are
selected by the existing Trustees for an indefinite term and
every person appointed shall if possible be a director or
former director of Unilever plc. They are appointed by a Deed
of Retirement and Appointment between the retiring Trustee,
the continuing Trustees and the new Trustee. The current
Trustees are listed on page 27.

The Director is responsible to the Trustees for the day-to-day
administration. The Trust has the equivalent of 14 staff who
are responsible to the Director.
The Trust has three standing committees –
–

The Research Awards Advisory Committee. This consists
of nine eminent Professors attached to various
institutions in the UK covering a wide range of fields of
study. Trustees have delegated authority to them to make
research awards to individual applicants in a selection of
Trustee approved schemes.

Full details of the Committee and its activities during the year
are given elsewhere in the main body of “The Report of the
Leverhulme Trust 2006”. This report is available on request
and extracts can be called up on the Trust’s own website on
the Internet at http://www.leverhulme.ac.uk.
–

The Investment Committee. Its remit is to review the
performance of the three investment managers at regular
intervals and to report back to the Trustees.

–

The Leverhulme Advisory Panel. This consists of some
twenty external specialists who provide individual advice
to the Trust on initial requests for financial support.

The Trustees have assessed the major risks to which the
charity is exposed and drawn up a risk management register
which they review annually. Trustees are satisfied that systems
are in place to mitigate exposure to identified risks.The
instructions given for the establishment of the Trust in the
Will of the Founder in defining the purpose is succinct and
generous in allowing for changes to fit the times. The
objective is the promotion of research and education as the
Trustees in their discretion direct.
The aims of the charity are to fulfil the founder’s instructions.
In order to carry out these aims Trustees have set in place a
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Objectives and Activities
range of activities seeking to fulfil the founder’s intent. The
Will itself places no restriction on the disciplines that are to
form the content of the research or education.
The Trustees have set in place a strategy for achieving the
aims and the objectives of the Trust which consists of making
grants that include responsive research projects, visiting
fellowships and professorships, major research fellowships,
special large research projects, prizes and awards made to
individuals delegated to the Research Awards Advisory
Committee.

The main body of “The Report of the Leverhulme Trustees
2006” reviews the development, activities and achievements
during the year and shows a full listing of all grants approved
by the Trustees during the year. The report provides a narrative
of some of the grants that were completed during the year in
order to give a flavour of the range of activities supported by
the Trust. There is also a summary by field of study and a
complete descriptive listing of all grants to institutions agreed
by the Trustees during the year and a detailed listing of the
awards to individuals during the year. A summary of the value
of grants made can be seen in the following table.

Achievements and Performance
TYPE OF SCHEMES

2006
£’000
%

Research Awards
Advisory Committee
6,000
Responsive Mode Projects
19,286
Designated Programmes
8,796
Major Research Fellowships
2,685
Visiting Fellows & Professors 1,526
Leverhulme Prizes
1,680
Grants Awarded in Year

39,973

2005
£’000
%

15
48
22
7
4
4

4,500
17,947
2,217
2,551
1,262
1,300

15
60
8
9
4
4

100

29,777

100

The number of detailed applications received for
consideration for responsive grants, including extensions to
existing grants, amounted to 358 in 2006 (2005: 370). The
number of grants which were subsequently made amounted
to 172 (2005: 171).
All institutional grants are reviewed on completion by the
Trustees. Specifically with consideration of the ambitions
presented in the original bids and detailing the broad findings
and publications resulting from the award.

Financial Review
The income of the Trust amounted to £54.0m in 2006 (2005:
£37.6m). The increase of £16.4m was due to dividends from
Unilever plc £13.6m (including a one-off dividend received of
£12.1m), other UK equities £1.8m and Fixed Interest income
£1.0m.
Expenditure on charitable activities showed an increase of
£12.3m from that in 2005 and a summary by scheme can be
seen in Note 3a to the accounts.
The value of the Trust at the end of 2006 was £1,205.1m
(2005: £1,079.7m). The change in year-end market values of
the Unilever shareholding resulted in an unrealised gain
during the year of £100.7m.
The Trustees annually review the shareholding in Unilever plc.
Taking account of the wide and diversified range of Unilever’s
businesses, products and regional sources and markets, and
of the total return from the shareholding, they are satisfied
with the performance of the shares compared with stock
market indicators.
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The investment policy of the Trustees is in accordance with the
Trust Deed which states that they may at their discretion invest
the Trust Fund in stocks, shares, securities or other
investments, and appoint investment managers. The
performance target of the three investment managers so
appointed is to produce a return in excess of agreed
benchmarks. The combined return from the three managers for
the year 2006 was 10% compared with the benchmark of 11%.
Trustees review the reserves policy at their meetings
throughout the year. The Trust’s spending policies are set at a
level intended to maximise sustainable spend through time
and preserve, at least, the real purchasing power of the fund
through time. The policy for the income fund is to retain
sufficient funds in order to meet payments in respect of all
grants awarded and schemes approved. At the year end there
was sufficient funds to cover both. Where there is an excess
of resources on the income fund, Trustees will agree to
increases in regular allocations to schemes or to the provision
of one-off schemes or a combination of both in order to bring
the fund into compliance with the policy.
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Plans for future periods
Trustees aim to continue to maintain annual income levels
and to consider and support the widest range of charitable
activity consistent with their objectives and their grant making
policy. They will continue to initiate special programmes and
schemes which will keep the level of commitments to
resources in line with policy. The Trustees have identified
funds for schemes where the grants will not be committed

until 2007 viz. £1.6m for Visiting Professorships and
Fellowships; £2.0m for Major Research Fellowships; £2.3m
for the Philip Leverhulme Prizes; £3.5m for two specially
designated programmes; £0.8m for Senior Fellowships;
£6.5m for the RAAC (Research Awards Advisory Committee),
£8.0m for Research Leadership Awards and £1.8m for a
symposium and the arts.

Statement of Trustees responsibilities for the financial statements
The Trust Deed requires the Trustees to prepare financial
statements for each financial year which give a true and fair
view of the state of affairs of the Trust and of the incoming
resources, cash flows and application of resources for the
year. The Trustees recognise that this includes responsibility
to:

The Trustees acknowledge they are responsible for keeping
proper accounting records which disclose with reasonable
accuracy at any time the financial position of the Trust. They
also acknowledge responsibility for safeguarding the assets of
the Trust and hence for taking reasonable steps for the
provision and detection of fraud and other irregularities.

•

On behalf of the Trustees

•
•
•

Select suitable accounting policies and apply them
consistently;
Make judgements and estimates that are reasonable and
prudent;
State whether applicable accounting standards have been
followed, subject to any material departures disclosed and
explained in the financial statements;
Prepare the financial statements on the going concern
basis in accordance with the Charities Act 1993 unless it is
inappropriate to presume that the Trust will continue.

M R Angus (Chairman)
28th June 2007
1 Pemberton Row
London EC4A 3BG

Independent auditors’ report to the Trustees of the Leverhulme Trust
We have audited the financial statements of The Leverhulme
Trust for the year ended 31 December 2006 which comprise
the Statement of Financial Activities, the Balance Sheet, the

Cash Flow Statement and the related notes. These financial
statements have been prepared under the accounting policies
set out therein.

Respective responsibilities of trustees and auditors
The responsibilities of the trustees for preparing the financial
statements in accordance with applicable law and United
Kingdom Accounting Standards (United Kingdom Generally
Accepted Accounting Practice) are set out in the Statement of
Trustees’ Responsibilities.
We have been appointed as auditors under section 43 of the
Charities Act 1993 and report in accordance with regulations
made under section 44 of that Act. Our responsibility is to
audit the financial statements in accordance with relevant
legal and regulatory requirements and International Standards
on Auditing (UK and Ireland). This report, including the
opinion, has been prepared for and only for the charity’s
trustees as a body in accordance with Section 43 of the
Charities Act 1993 and regulations made under section 44 of
that Act and for no other purpose. We do not, in giving this

opinion, accept or assume responsibility for any other
purpose or to any other person to whom this report is shown
or into whose hands it may come save where expressly agreed
by our prior consent in writing.
We report to you our opinion as to whether the financial
statements give a true and fair view and are properly prepared
in accordance with the Charities Act 1993. We also report to you
if, in our opinion, the information given in the Trustees’ Report
is not consistent with the financial statements, if the charity has
not kept proper accounting records, or if we have not received
all the information and explanations we require for our audit.
We read the Trustees’ Report and consider the implications
for our report if we become aware of any apparent
misstatements within it.
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Basis of audit opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International
Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland) issued by the
Auditing Practices Board. An audit includes examination, on a
test basis, of evidence relevant to the amounts and
disclosures in the financial statements. It also includes an
assessment of the significant estimates and judgments made
by the trustees in the preparation of the financial statements,
and of whether the accounting policies are appropriate to the
charity’s circumstances, consistently applied and adequately
disclosed.

We planned and performed our audit so as to obtain all the
information and explanations which we considered necessary
in order to provide us with sufficient evidence to give
reasonable assurance that the financial statements are free
from material misstatement, whether caused by fraud or other
irregularity or error. In forming our opinion we also evaluated
the overall adequacy of the presentation of information in the
financial statements.

Opinion
In our opinion:
the financial statements give a true and fair view, in
accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted
Accounting Practice, of the state of the charity’s affairs as at 31
December 2006 and of its incoming resources and application
of resources, including its income and expenditure and cash
flows, for the year then ended; and the financial statements
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have been properly prepared in accordance with the Charities
Act 1993.
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Chartered Accountants and Registered Auditors, London
29th June 2007
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Statement of financial activities for the year ended 31 December 2006
Notes

2006
£000

2005
£000

2

54,012

37,557

54,012

37,557

1,034
43,167
52

942
30,892
60

44,253

31,894

9,759

5,663

115,604

133,981

125,363

139,644

Total funds at beginning of year

1,079,750

1,014,365

Total funds carried forward

1,205,1 1 3

1,079,750

Incoming resources
From generated funds
Investment income
Total Incoming Resources
Resources expended
Cost of generating funds –
– Investment management costs
Charitable activities
Governance costs

3a
3b

Total resources expended
Net incoming resources before other recognised gains and losses
Realised and unrealised gains on investment assets
Net movement in funds

10

Reconciliation of Funds

The statement of financial activities includes all gains and losses recognised during the year. All incoming resources and
resources expended derive from continuing activities.
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Balance sheet as at 31 December 2006
Notes
Fixed Assets:
Tangible Assets
) Investment in Shares in Unilever plc
Other Investments

2006)
£000)

4
5
6

Total fixed assets
Current Assets:
Debtors
Cash and Bank Balances

7
8

Total current assets

Creditors: amounts falling due within one year

9

77)
978,625)
266,520)

79)
877,961)
251,586)

1,245,222)

1,129,626)

77
46,699

104
25,846

46,776

25,950

56,615

51,895

Net current liabilities
Total assets less current liabilities
Creditors: amount falling due after one year

2005)
£000)

9

Total net assets

(9,839)

(25,945)

1,235,383)

1,103,681)

(30,270)

(23,931)

1,205,113)

1,079,750)

Funds of the charity
Unrestricted fund

10

Capital fund

165,665

148,720

Revaluation reserve

991,722

884,622
1,157,387)

Income fund
Revaluation Reserve

40,901

38,133

6,825

8,275

Total charitable funds
The financial statements were approved by the Trustees and signed on their behalf
by:

M R Angus
Trustee
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1,033,342)

47,726)

46,408)

1,205,113)

1,079,750)
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Cash Flow Statement for the year ended 31 December 2006
2006)
£000)
Net Cash Inflow From Operating Activities
Net incoming resources
Decrease in debtors
Increase in creditors
Depreciation

Capital Expenditure and Financial Investment
Purchase of Investments
Proceeds from Sale of Investments
Decrease/(increase) in cash held by
investment managers
Purchase of tangible fixed assets

2005)
£000)
9,759
26
11,060
11

5,663)
98)
1,263)
10)

20,856

7,034)

(86,289)
85,963)

(85,709)
73,822)

332)
(9)

(2,982)
(6)
(3)

(14,875)

Net cash inflow/(outflow) before management of
liquid resources

20,853

(7,841)

Management of Liquid Resources
Cash taken from short term deposits

12,852

10,046)

33,705

2,205)

33,705

2,205)

8,514

6,309)

42,219

8,514)

Increase in Cash in the year
)
Reconciliation of Net Cash flow to cash
and bank balances:
Increase in cash for the year:
Net cash resources at :
– 1st January
– 31st December
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Notes to the Accounts
1 Accounting Policies
Basis of preparation of the accounts
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance
with applicable UK Accounting Standards (UK GAAP), the
Charities Act 1993 and the Statement of Recommended
Practice: Accounting and Reporting by Charities, revised
2005. The accounts have been prepared under the historical
cost convention, with the exception of investments which are
included at market value.

Recognised gains and losses
Recognised gains and losses consist of both realised and
unrealised gains and losses on investments. Realised gains
and losses are calculated as the difference between sales
proceeds and opening market value (purchase date if later).
Unrealised gains and losses are calculated as the difference
between market value at the end of the year and opening
market value (or purchase date if later).
Irrecoverable VAT
Irrecoverable VAT is charged to the category of resources
expended or tangible fixed asset for which it was incurred.

Fund Structure
The funds of the charity are unrestricted and are fully
expendable at the discretion of the Trustees. However, in
order to demonstrate adherence with the policy adopted to
preserve the capital of the Trust, the Trustees have designated
capital and income funds.

Tangible Fixed Assets
Tangible fixed assets acquired with a cost of more than £1000
are capitalised. Otherwise they are expensed in the year of
acquisition.

The capital fund consists of 68,531,182 ordinary shares of
Unilever plc and certain other investments.

Depreciation is applied to fixed assets on a straight-line basis
over their expected useful life at the following annual rates:

The income fund consists of the balance of fixed assets,
current assets and the liabilities.
Incoming resources
Incoming resources are recognised when the Trust has
entitlement to the resources, it is certain that the resources
will be received and the monetary value of the incoming
resources can be measured with sufficient reliability.
Resources expended
Liabilities are recognised as resources expended when there is
a legal or constructive obligation committing the Trust to the
expenditure.
Grants, both single and multi-year, are recognised in the
accounts as liabilities after they have been approved by the
Trustees, the recipients have been notified and there are no
further terms and conditions to be fulfilled which are within the
control of the Trust. In these circumstances there is a valid
expectation by the recipients that they will receive the grant.
Grants amounts that have been approved by the Trustees for
specific purposes in future years, but have not been allocated
to specific recipients at year-end are disclosed as
commitments.
Cost of generating funds
The cost of generating funds consists of investment
management fees.
Charitable activities
The cost of charitable activities consists of grants and support
costs, being the allocation of administrative costs relating to
the delivery of the grant making activity.
Governance costs
The cost of governance consists of statutory audit and legal
fees, trustees’ expenses and the allocation of administrative
costs relating to the public accountability of the Trust and its
compliance with regulation and good practice.
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Furniture, fitting and office machinery
Computers

7%
331/3%

No depreciation charge is made in the year an asset is
acquired.
Investments
Investments are recognised at market value, being the last
trading price for the securities prior to year-end.
Cash and bank balances
Cash and bank balances represent money on deposit and on
current accounts with banks. Cash held by investment
managers is included with investments.
Pension scheme
All staff are employed jointly by Unilever UKCR Ltd and the
Trust. The Trust staff participate in the Unilever UKCR Ltd
defined benefit pension scheme. The pension liability is
provided for in full by Unilever UKCR Ltd. The contributions
made by the Trust on behalf of its staff in the year are
recognised in the Trust’s Statement of Financial Activities as
incurred. The Trust itself is not deemed to bear any other
liability in relation to the pension scheme.
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2 Investment Income
Dividends from Unilever plc
Managed Investments
Fixed Interest – UK
Equities
– UK
– Foreign
Cash

2006
£000

2005
£000

43,427

29,834

2,668
5,340
1,095
176
52,706

Bank Interest
Total investment income

1,600
3,515
992
114
36,055

1,306

1,502

54,012

37,557

Dividend income from Unilever plc is in respect of ordinary
shares. In 2006 £12.1m was received from Unilever plc as a
one-off dividend. This has been accounted for within the
Capital Fund.

3 Analysis of resources expended
3a) Charitable activities
Grant funding during the year plus apportioned support costs
are as follows:
Activity

Grants Support
Costs
£000 £000

Research Awards Advisory
Committee
6,000
Responsive Mode Projects 19,286
Major Research Fellowships 2,685
Programmes
8,796
Visiting Professors/Fellows
1,526
Prizes
1,680
Grants Awarded
Adjustment on prior year
grant awards
Net Grants Awarded

39,973

Total Total)
2006 2005)
£000 £000)

246 6,246 4,735)
742 20,028 18,655)
113 2,798 2,659)
84 8,880 2,298)
99
1,625 1,356)
92
1,772 1,387)
1,376 41,349 31,090)

1,818

–

41,791

1,376

1,818

(198)

43,167 30,892)

Support costs are apportioned on the basis of staff time spent
on activities. The adjustments on prior year grant awards
include the provision for future pay awards less the write back
of amounts on closed grants.
3b) Governance/Support
The administrative costs of the Trust are apportioned as to
governance and in support of charitable activities as follows:–
Governance Support 2006 2005
costs
Total Total
£000 £000 £000 £000
Staff remuneration

21

881

902

881

Accommodation
Other
Legal
Audit
Trustees

6
5
1
17
2

261
234
–
–
–

267
239
1
17
2

239
223
22
6
2

52

1,376

1,428

1,373

Total costs are apportioned on the basis of staff time spent on
the two functions.

3c) Staff
The average number of full time equivalent staff during the
year was 14 (2005:14).
All staff are employed jointly by Unilever UKCR Ltd and the
Trust with their cost recharged to the Trust. The number of
staff who received salaries and other emoluments (including
pension contributions) over £60,000 was:
2006
Number
–
1
1
–
1

£60,001 – £70,000
£70,001 – £80,000
£80,001 – £90,000
£130,001 – £140,000
£150,001 – £160,000

2005
Number
1
–
1
1
–

Unilever UKCR Ltd makes provision under their pension
scheme for the benefit of the staff of the Trust.
Staff remuneration includes the contribution to National
Insurance of £61,000 (2005: £54,000) and Pension costs of
£156,000 (2005: £121,000).
3d) Trustee costs
Trustees did not receive any remuneration during the year.
Three Trustees received travelling and subsistence expenses
(in 2005 three Trustees) of £2,000 (2005: £2,000).

4 Tangible Fixed Assets

Cost
At 1 January 2006
Additions

Furniture, Fittings Computers
Equipment
£000
£000

Total
£000

107
9

16
–

123
9

116

16

132

28
11

16
–

44
11

At 31 December 2006

39

16

55

Net Book Value
At 31 December 2006
At 31 December 2005

77
79

–
–

77
79

At 31 December 2006
Accumulated Depreciation
At 1 January 2006
Charge for Year

5 Investment in shares in Unilever plc

Historical cost
Market value

2006
£000

2005
£000

13,592

13,592

978,625

877,961

The market value of investments held in Unilever plc shares
reflects the market year-end share prices. There were no
purchases/sales during the year. For cost purposes the shares
were valued at the market price of £13,592,018 on Budget day
1965.
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10 Capital and Income Funds

6 Other Investments
Other Investments represent amounts held in managed
investment funds with Blackrock Management (UK) Limited,
Capital International Limited and Fidelity Pensions
Management and are shown at market value. The historical
cost at 31 December 2006 was £233.0 million (2005: £223.1
million).
2006
Market
Value
£000

Movement in
2005
Year Increase/ Market
(Decrease)
Value)
£000)
£000

Fixed Interest – UK

45,389

144)

45,245

Equities

136,331
79,671
5,129

14,136)
986)
(332)

122,195
78,685
5,461

266,520

14,934)

251,586

Cash

– UK
– Overseas

Investments

))
a) Movement in funds
As at 1st January
1,033,342
Net incoming/
(outgoing) resources
before other recognised
gains/losses
12,103

86,289)
(75,861)
4,838)
(332)
14,934)

)
Total
)
Funds
)
2006
)
£000

)
Total
)
Funds
)
2005
)
£000

46,408) 1,079,750) 940,106)

(2,344)

9,759)

5,663)

5,112)

9,954)

9,627)

(1,450) 105,650) 124,354)

111,942

3,662) 115,604) 133,981)

1,157,387

47,726) 1,205,113) 1,079,750)

b) Funds are comprised
as follows:
Fixed assets
1,145,284

99,938) 1,245,222) 1,129,626)

Current assets

12,103

34,673)

–

(86,885)

Liabilities

7 Debtors

)
Income
)
Fund
)
2006
)
£000

Realised gains on sale
of Investments
4,842
Revaluation of
investments
107,100
As at 31st December

Analysis of movement:–
Purchases at Cost
Disposals at Carrying Value
Unrealised Profit/(Loss)
Decrease to cash

Capital
Fund
2006
£000

Net Funds

1,157,387

46,776)

25,950)

(86,885) (75,826)

47,726) 1,205,113)1,079,750)

Debtors comprise accrued investment income of £40,000
(2005 : £66,000) and amounts due from The Leverhulme
Trade Charities Trust (a related party see Note 12) of £37,000
(2005 : £38,000).

As at 1st January

884,622

8,275) 892,897) 768,542)

8 Cash and Bank Balances

Revaluation of
Investments

107,100

(1,450) 105,650) 124,354)

As at 31st December

991,722

6,825) 998,547) 892,896)

2006
£000

2005
£000

42,219
4,480

8,514
17,332

46,699

25,846

2006)
£000)

2005)
£000)

Grants payable
Accrued administration expenses )
and Investment management fees

86,545)

75,567)

340)

259)

Total

86,885)

75,826)

(30,270)

(23,931)

56,615)

51,895)

Cash at bank and in hand
Term deposits under 3 months
)

9 Creditors

Less: grants falling due after more
than one year
Amounts falling due within one year
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c) Revaluation reserves

11 Lease commitments
At 31 December 2006 the Trust had annual commitments
under an operating lease which expires in 2012. Currently it
amounts to £162,322 per annum, with a rent review due mid2007.

12 Related Parties
The Trustees’ report explains the relationship between the
Trustees of this Trust and those of the Leverhulme Trade
Charities Trust. The Trust is not related to any other
organisations with which the Trustees have affiliations,
including Unilever.

13 Commitments
At 31st December 2006 Trustees had approved the spending
levels for each of the schemes amounting to £26.5m (2005:
£17.8m).
Individual grants will be awarded under the
schemes in 2007.
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Awards-in-Focus
Training and Professional Development
Mr Ross Cameron, Trinity Laban
Scholarships to MA in Performance students:
Transitions Dance Company
Laban is one of Europe’s premiere conservatoires for dance
training and education, offering courses at undergraduate and
postgraduate levels to some 350 international students. Laban
gets its name from the dancer, choreographer and movement
theoretician Rudolf Laban, who is recognised as one of the
founders of European Modern Dance.
Transitions Dance Company is supported artistically and
administratively by Laban, and was formed in 1982 to bridge the
gap between training and a professional performance career for
graduate dancers. Each year the best graduate dancers from
across the world audition to become members of Transitions
Dance Company, from this up to twelve are selected. The
company is formed anew each year and works with at least four
choreographers to create four new dances plus one recreation
of a past work which they then tour to venues across the UK and
overseas. The dancers gain invaluable performance experience
working with professional artists and choreographers whilst
also remaining as students gaining a Postgraduate Diploma in
Performance with the opportunity to complete an MA in Dance
Performance.
Transitions Dance Company is unique in that no other graduate
company commissions so many new dance works on an annual
basis. By bringing together graduate dancers emerging into
their professional careers with ‘up-and-coming’ choreographers
from around the world, Transitions Dance Company embraces
all that is new and exciting in contemporary dance.
In their Transitions experience, these students performed in five
works, giving 18 performances in 15 different venues ranging
from Tunbridge to Turkey. They additionally delivered 17
workshops to people of all ages ranging from 8-30 years old.
The dances made for them encompass the full range of
contemporary dance, from Aszure Barton’s emotionally moving
piece, characterised by vivid theatrical imagery and set to music
by Pergolesi and Vivaldi, to Pablo Ventura’s computer-aided
choreography exploring tension between the expressivity of the
dancing body and the cool execution and precision of the
computer.
Dance is very much the Cinderella of the performing arts and as
such attracts very little funding for training. As costs for training
inevitably rise it became increasingly clear to us that promising
and talented individuals were being faced with ever mounting
debt, presenting an impediment to training and education
opportunities. We therefore sought financial assistance for our
students, and naturally approached the Leverhulme Trust to
help us with that. We were delighted that the Trust’s funding
enabled us to recruit to the company nine extremely able
performers who have now successfully completed their
experience in Transitions and who are going forward to
complete their independent research project to fulfil the
requirements for the MA in Performance. The continued
funding by the Trust will enable us to carry on developing and
nurturing the young artists of tomorrow.

The final moment from Raphael Bonachela’s work entitled
trans[odiem]*. Photo Mat Hale.

Opposing page – Transitions Dance Company students
performing a contemporary version of Swan Lake.
Photo Mat Hale.
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Research Programme Grant
Professor Andrew Balmford, Department of
Zoology, University of Cambridge
Valuing the Arc
Despite emerging high-level recognition of the enormous
benefits people get from wild nature - ranging from food and
fibres, to climate stability and clean water – decision-makers
continue to behave as if ecosystems have little or no value.
Efforts to reverse the resulting losses of wild habitats and
populations by integrating so-called ecosystem services into
mainstream decision-making face real challenges: a lack of data
at relevant scales; the fact that many beneficiaries (such as
downstream water users) live far from the places where services
are produced; and the tendency of the market to encourage
conversion rather than conservation of remaining natural
capital.

Over 70% of the original forests of the Eastern Arc, Tanzania have been
cleared for farmland.

Thanks to the Leverhulme Trust, we’ve recently embarked on a
five-year programme to explore solutions to these problems.
Our interdisciplinary team – comprising economists,
hydrologists, ecologists and social scientists from seven
universities – will develop a general procedure for analysing
information on ecosystem services and recognising their value
in decision-making. As well as a major review of the theory
underpinning the valuation of ecological wealth, we are
developing a practical decision-support system for policymakers called the Ecosystem Services Approach (ESApp).
We have begun testing ESApp through a detailed case study of
the Eastern Arc Mountains of Tanzania. This is one of the
richest areas for biological diversity on the entire planet.
Together, 13 blocks of forest contain around 100 vertebrate
species and 800 plant species found nowhere else. But the
mountains are vital for people too. Collectively, they provide
water for farming, hydroelectric power, and almost 3 million
domestic water users in Dar es Salaam; fuel, food, medicine,
and timber for nearby villagers; and carbon sequestration for the
global community. To date, arguments based on biodiversity
alone have failed to halt the conversion of the Eastern Arc to
farmland: less than 30% of the original forest cover now
remains. However, the Tanzanian government is increasingly
interested in understanding the consequences of these changes
for human wellbeing, and establishing equitable incentives for
conservation.
Programme participants from the UK and Tanzania are now
working on new models of the production, flows and values of
three groups of services: those linked to water and soil, to
carbon storage and sequestration, and to the use and
persistence of biodiversity. By combining these models with
information on the opportunity costs of conservation we will be
able to provide Tanzanian decision-makers with sound guidance
on how best to manage the Eastern Arc for people and nature
alike. Through our partnership with the Natural Capital Project –
a major US initiative on ecosystem services – we believe the
lessons we learn can be taken up in many other countries
around the world.
Because of its interdisciplinary and practical nature, work like
this falls beyond many agencies’ funding remit – hence the vital
importance of Leverhulme’s support for our programme.
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Research Project Grant
Professor Adrian Lister and Professor Tony
Stuart, University College London
Mammoth, vertebrate fauna and
palaeoenvironment of the Cromerian
stratotype
Excavations in 1992 and 1995 at West Runton on the Norfolk
coast recovered most of the skeleton of a huge ancestral
mammoth. The beautifully preserved bones were found in
ancient river sediments (the West Runton Freshwater Bed:
WRFB) and date from a period some 500-780,000 years ago
know as the Cromerian Interglacial period, at about the time
that early humans first appeared in Europe. Our main
objectives were: to undertake the first comprehensive research
on the fauna and flora and compare them with sites of similar
age in Britain and Continental Europe, to reconstruct the
environment, to date the Cromerian Interglacial and to
research the WR Mammoth skeleton and its place in
mammoth evolution.
Detailed study of the mammoth remains reveals an almost
complete bull that died prematurely in its 40s. 4m high at the
shoulder, the bull weighed around 10 tonnes – twice as heavy
as a typical African elephant. Metric analysis of the teeth and
skull identify the species as the ‘steppe mammoth’
Mammuthus trogontherii, the direct ancestor of the woolly
mammoth.
Research on the pathology of the WR Mammoth skeleton
showed that it sustained a serious knee injury, which would
have disabled and debilitated the animal, leading indirectly to
its early death. We were able to infer that many of the bones
had been moved after death and trampled by other
mammoths, which appear to have been attracted to the
carcass of one of their own species, as are African elephants
today. We also found abundant evidence, in the form of tooth
marks and fossil droppings (coprolites), of scavenging by
spotted hyaenas.

Conservation work on the femur bone of the West Runton
Mammoth.

In addition to our own work we have coordinated research by
more than twenty British, German and Italian colleagues on
such features as the physical environment, dating the
Cromerian Interglacial and the fauna and flora. Through the
analysis of plants, mollusc shells, insects, etc. we have been
able to date the site to around 700,000 years ago when it
would have had a climate similar to that of the Norfolk Broads
today.
The Leverhulme Grant made it possible for us not only to carry
out a thorough programme of research on the West Runton
mammoth remains and the mammalian fauna, but also to
sieve and sort more than six tonnes of sediment from the
excavation to extract thousands of small-vertebrate fossils for
specialist study. For the first time we were able to bring
together and publish wide ranging research on the WRFB and
to reconstruct the ancient environment of southern Britain at
this remote period.
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Artist in Residence
Professor Tim Elliott, Cancer Services Division,
University of Southampton
Ms. Pauline Pratt: Visual artist
The Leverhulme Trust funded a 10 month residency for
Pauline to spend two days a week in our biomedical research
lab in the Cancer Sciences Division and the Biomedical
Imaging Unit at the University of Southampton. The original
aim of the residency was to explore the relationship between
art and science and to open up a dialogue between the artist
and scientists. The result was to be a body of work that
provides an accessible public point of entry into the working of
the human body, into cancer research and into what it is like to
be a scientist.
Fluorescent dyes in 3 Petri dishes.
Encapsulated fluorescent dyes under black bulb lighting.

© Pauline Pratt

Using video and digital technology Pauline created original
artworks based on her involvement with researchers. The
centrepiece of her residency was a series of four interactive
video pieces based on short collaborations with a Professor, a
senior Research Scientist, a Research Assistant and a PhD
student. This work captured the way in which each of us
engages with our intellectual subject – which is very broadly
defined as cancer immunology – through the materials and
equipment we use. The videos pay unabashed homage to the
aesthetics of our craft, but also give a portrayal of the balance
between the personal and the professional sides of us as we
work to investigate the workings of the human body.
She also made a series of pieces that used fluorescent dyes,
glass and ultraviolet light. This combination of “materials” is
very commonly used in science to stain thin slices of human
tissues or tumours so that scientists and doctors can make
accurate disease diagnoses and decide on the most effective
treatment. Because some of the dyes only stain some parts of
a tissue (for example DNA in the nuclei of cells but not any
other part of a cell), they are commonly referred to as
fluorescent labels in the lab. Pauline’s work brings this
serious job performed by the dyes together with their exquisite
visual appeal.
We have exhibited the work in four exhibitions as well as
running school and adult workshops in which the class
participated in producing a video work that was both art and
science and above all collaborative.
The research scientists and research students in my lab have
benefited from working with Pauline in many different and
unexpected ways. We began to see that making art and doing
science are very similar processes: and we learned a lot about
how we apply observation, creativity, communication,
collaboration and living with uncertainty to good effect in our
research practice.
We started out with a vague notion that we could learn from
each other by using very different modes of enquiry into the
same subject. We achieved this and much more: and we are
still collaborating two years later and even though the scope of
our work is more limited through lack of funds, our ideas
continue to be mutually stimulating.
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Research Fellowship
Dr Michael Ruzhansky, Department of
Mathematics, Imperial College London
Global smoothing properties of Schrödinger
equations
There are many equations of mathematical physics that are of
great importance for understanding various physical and
chemical processes. Among many, one can mention wave
equations describing propagation of waves (like light, sounds,
and many other wave-like signals), Schrödinger equations
describing different phenomena from quantum physics, fibre
optics, internet and television signal transmission, KdV
equations for shallow water waves (including tsunamis), the list
goes on. Partial differential equations rarely allow one to
determine the solutions explicitely, but in reality one does not
need to know the solution precisely to be able to say something
about its important properties. Consequently, mathematicians
try to develop efficient techniques for deducing properties of
solutions that are important for particular applications. For
example, the so-called smoothing properties exhibited by all
these equations are extremely important for telling whether the
process will be controllable over a long period of time, or
whether it will blow up or collapse quickly. Clearly, this
knowlegde is of crucial importance for physical, chemical, and
other processes under consideration.

Dr Ruzhansky working on Fourier integral operators which is a new
approach he has devised to analyse Schrödinger equations.

The standard approach to these problems is based on the areas
of mathematics called the spectral theory and the harmonic
analysis. However, at the moment these methods break down
almost completely when considering processes that take place
in varying media or under changing conditions, posing a huge
problem for applications. The Leverhulme Research Fellowship
allowed me to work on a completely new approach to these
problems. The new method is based on the application of
another area of mathematics, so-called microlocal analysis, and
its geometric techniques, to analyse precise properties of
solutions to equations of different types, concentrating above all
on the extremely important class of Schrödinger equations. The
main idea is to reduce many problems to so-called normal
forms, which are simpler models of the same equations with
solutions exhibiting similar properties. The huge obstacle is that
in the theory of nonlinear partial differential equations one
needs to carry out these constructions globally in time and
space. These global reductions incorporate the important
analytic and geometric information about the original equation
and have to be thoroughly analysed.
To successfully carry out this program, one needs two main
ingredients. First, one needs the precise analysis of the
transformation operators. Second, one needs to find model
cases of equations with similar properties of solutions. The
funding of the Leverhulme Trust has enabled me to visit
internationally renowned mathematical centres of excellence in
both Italy and Japan where I was able to discuss these
ingredients with leading mathematicians working in this area.
The Leverhulme Research Fellowship provided for an
opportunity to establish contacts, to carry out scientific
discussions and collaboration with these mathematicians. This
played a very important role in the major development of the
whole area.
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Major Research Fellowship
Dr Laurie Maguire, Magdelan College, Oxford
University
Helen of Troy: A literary life
Helen of Troy is one of the most revered and reviled women in
literature. Every century, it seems, has attempted to write her
story, revise it, and condemn or exculpate Helen. So it was in
an attempt to understand the cultural history of misogyny as
refracted through this one figure that I began a study of Helen
in literature. My scope is wide: from Homer to Hollywood.
Today “Helen of Troy” stands for “the most beautiful woman
in the world”. But although famous for beauty, she was, for a
long time, not a paradigm of beauty but a synonym for
irresponsible sexuality. I wanted to find out when Helen
became known and admired for beauty rather than
condemned for sexuality, and when she became known as
Helen of Troy (an epithet which does not exist in classical
versions, and is rare in the Renaissance). The journey has
taken me into diverse territories: the complications of English
rape law (changes in Helen’s story in the 1590s coincide with a
change in rape legislation in 1597); the history of names (the
Renaissance advised against naming one’s daughter Helen or
Helena because it was too much negative baggage for a girl to
bear); the vexed question of representation (what did Helen
allegedly look like and how does one represent an absolute in
language or on stage?); and the functions of myth (both pagan
and Christian traditions– Iliad and Genesis locate the downfall
of their ideal societies in a woman, sex, and an apple).
The Leverhulme Trust has provided the time for me to read my
way through Greek, medieval, Renaissance, German and
English Romantic literature, and novels of the nineteenth and
twentieth centuries in abundance. In the first year of my
project I have presented papers at many international
conferences to numerous types of academic audience–a more
than usually necessary requirement as the interdisciplinary
nature of this work requires feedback from specialists in
aesthetics, law, classics and art history as well as in multiple
areas of English literature. One of the most important things
to emerge from my study to date is evidence that Shakespeare
and his contemporaries had access to Greek drama. It has
long been axiomatic that Elizabethans knew Greek drama only
in Roman versions. This is demonstrably untrue and, thanks
to Leverhulme funding, I have had the invaluable help of a
classics research student with whom I have compiled a
database of all quotations from Euripides to Elizabethan
writings, the text from which they are taken, and the
educational biography of the quoter.

Helen of Troy by Evelyn de Morgan, 1898.
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Previous accounts of Helen have dealt with isolated aspects of
her “life”, or have mixed the literary, the historical and the
archaeological in a selective manner. The aim of my project –
a literary biography of Helen of Troy – is to provide a
continuous analytical narrative of the works and societies
which tell Helen’s story from classical times to the twenty-first
century.

Awards-in-Focus
Study Abroad Studentship
Tristan Guttridge
The social organisation and behaviour of the
Lemon Shark – Bahamas
The lemon shark is a large Atlantic coastal species which has a
distribution that is widespread from inshore US waters to the
Gulf of Mexico, the Caribbean and West Africa. It makes an
excellent experimental subject for quantitative studies due to
its size, abundance, generalised structure and good survival in
captivity. Intensive research since 1963 by Professor Gruber
and colleagues at the Bimini Biological Field Station or
‘Shark Lab’, Bahamas has developed the lemon shark into an
important ‘model species’ for both management and
conservation of large coastal sharks.
In recent years, research at the Shark Lab has focused
primarily on the behavioural ecology of the lemon shark.
Social interactions in groups of up to 20 individuals have been
observed in the wild between sharks at various life stages
(juveniles to adults). Understanding these social groups and
their structure and organisation is fundamental in
determining priorities and strategies for the conservation of
vulnerable shark concentrations. The loss of these key
populations could damage the recreational fishing and sport
diving industries and have far more serious consequences,
such as reducing genetic variation, in already depleted shark
populations and have unknown damaging/detrimental
impacts on the survival and conservation of other marine
organisms.
My work primarily involves observing wild shark social
interactions. To do this, wooden towers were discretely placed
in an untouched mangrove lake that is utilised by approximately
30 lemon sharks. All sharks were captured by seine net and were
measured, DNA fin clipped, weighed, sexed and tagged with an
external colour code tag (which provides individual
identification for each shark). Information is collected on area
usage, as well as group composition/ structure (who follows
who), along with a multitude of ecological/environmental
factors. An array of submersible ultrasonic receivers (SUR) has
also been deployed. Sharks that use the refuge and predators of
these sharks (sub-adult/adult lemon sharks) have been tagged
with acoustic transmitters that can be detected by the SURs
within approximately 200m. This means that predation risk can
be quantified and potentially correlated with area use.

Feeding a lemon Shark.

To complement these wild observations I am also conducting
behavioural trials through binary choice and reward
recognition experiments. This is to investigate the theory
behind shark social behaviour and identify the mechanisms
that are used in conspecific detection and recognition. The
idea is that a test shark is given a choice between two stimulus
groups of differing size, sex, location caught etc. and its
preference is recorded.
Working with large and elusive predators such as sharks
requires a huge amount of resources and support. The
24-month studentship awarded to me by The Leverhulme
Trust was essential for this ambitious project to go ahead.
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Philip Leverhulme Prize
Professor Charles Forsdick, School of Cultures,
Languages and Area Studies, University of
Liverpool
Francophone postcolonial studies
As French studies go through a period of rapid change and
indulge in often anxious self-reflection, my research has
contributed to investigation of the field’s limits, as well as to
speculation on how these current boundaries might be
extended and reconfigured.

Haitian revolutionary leader, Toussaint Louverture.

My principal research activity has been devoted to the further
development of Francophone postcolonial studies. I have
been committed in particular to underlining the ways in which
both French studies and postcolonial studies can benefit
mutually from the multilingual and comparative approaches
that postcolonial criticism can foster. Much of my time has
been devoted to completing a study of two centuries of
representations
(textual
and
visual;
literary
and
historiographic) of the Haitian revolutionary leader, Toussaint
Louverture, a project on which I have had the privilege to
lecture this year in Ghana, Trinidad and the USA. Coinciding
with the bicentenary of the abolition of the slave trade in the
British Empire as well as with the growing recognition among
scholars in France of the urgency of addressing the place and
role of colonial memory in postcolonial French culture, this
work on the legacies and afterlives of the Haitian Revolution
has permitted the development of a major new project on
French colonial memory. I have had the opportunity this year
to develop initial, site-specific case studies relating to
Louisiana and New Caledonia, illustrating the ways in which
much existing research in this field has foregrounded
metropolitan and European memories to the detriment of
those of colonized peoples. In relation to this work, I have also
had time to devote to the development of international
dialogue between different scholarly traditions, an area to
which much of my earlier work had already contributed.
I am extremely excited about the opportunities afforded by the
Philip Leverhulme Prize. The award has been made at a stage
in my career at which I have benefited greatly from the chance
to reflect carefully on how the various strands of my previous
research are interrelated and, as such, might be seen to fit into
more fundamental shifts that French studies have recently
undergone – and continue to undergo. The prize will help me
to fund two years of leave from undergraduate teaching whilst
also providing support for visits to a number of archives and
research centres essential to the development of my work.
Philip Leverhulme prizes are distinctive in that they are not
solely output-driven, avoiding both closely defined milestones
and exhaustive monitoring. It is precisely such refreshing
freedom from the prescriptions and restrictions customarily
associated with traditional research funding that have ensured
that my tenureship of the Leverhulme Prize has so far proved,
in often unforeseen ways, to be not only highly productive but
also extremely stimulating in suggesting future directions my
work might take.
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Early Career Fellowship
Dr Warren Cross, School of Chemistry,
University of Nottingham
A catalytic functionalisation of alkanes
My research is in the field of organic chemistry, which is the
chemistry of carbon. The aim of my research is to develop
processes for alkane functionalisation.
Alkanes are
hydrocarbons containing only C-C and C-H single bonds. They
are found in abundance in natural gas and oil, making them a
huge source of potentially inexpensive raw materials for the
chemical and energy industries. However, alkanes are
chemically unreactive and difficult to convert to more valuable
products. Currently, this low reactivity means that alkanes are
predominantly burnt as fuels. Alkane functionalisation
involves converting alkane C-H bonds to more useful and
valuable C-X bonds (where X = oxygen, nitrogen or another
carbon atom).
The development of an energy efficient alkane
functionalisation process would have an enormous impact on
society. Methane (CH4), which is the smallest alkane and the
main constituent of natural gas, is potentially a mid-term
answer to the world’s energy problems, bridging the gap
between present-day oil dependent technologies and the
technologies of the future (probably based upon the
combustion of hydrogen). Unfortunately, most natural gas is
found in remote locations, such as the north of Alaska, and
the transportation of methane gas from these areas is
economically unfeasible. However, these vast energy reserves
could be exploited if methane could be efficiently converted to
the transportable liquid fuel methanol (CH3OH). My research
also has potential benefits for the fine chemical and
pharmaceutical industries that need to make compounds
containing a variety of C-X bonds. Normally, the starting
materials for these products are alkenes (unsaturated
hydrocarbons containing C=C double bonds) or other C-X
containing compounds. Using alkanes as alternative raw
materials offers a cheaper and more direct route to these
valuable C-X containing products.

During the synthesis of the metal catalyst air is removed and
replaced with pure nitrogen.

Since alkanes are unreactive, the direct functionalisation of an
alkane is very difficult to achieve. My research aims to perform
this conversion by first breaking a C-H bond of an alkane
using a metal catalyst. The catalysts that I have designed are
as yet unknown and are expected to be highly-reactive, this
high reactivity is vital for breaking unreactive C-H bonds. My
work in this project has, so far, concentrated on attempting to
synthesise these new, unique catalysts, which given their
reactivity, require special equipment and techniques to isolate
them from potential reactants such as oxygen and water.
Developing an energy efficient and industrially viable process for
alkane functionalisation is currently a huge challenge for
modern chemistry. By the end of my Early Career Fellowship I
hope that I will have developed a new process for alkane
functionalisation and from which further ground-breaking and
important research will follow.
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International Networks
Professor John Toland and Dr Stephen
Huggett, London Mathematics Society
International programme in support of
Mathematics in sub-Saharan Africa
“Before my first lecture and after the official opening a prayer
was spoken by one of the members of staff. This is traditional,
and as Professor Dontwi joked, was not meant as a request for
divine help in understanding the topic of my lectures.”
These are remarks made by Dr Frank Neumann, a
mathematician at the University of Leicester, in an informal
report on his first visit to the Kwame Nkrumah University of
Science and Technology (KNUST) in Kumasi, Ghana. This was
also the very first visit under our new Mentoring African
Research in Mathematics (MARM) scheme, funded by both
the Leverhulme Trust and the Nuffield Foundation.
The MARM scheme is a joint enterprise between the London
Mathematical Society (LMS), the International Centre for
Mathematical Sciences, Edinburgh (ICMS), the International
Mathematical Union (IMU), and the African Mathematics
Millennium Science Initiative (AMMSI). It is a sharply focused
and resource efficient way of helping Africa’s mathematicians
to flourish, countering the brain drain and providing the
crucial foundations for broader scientific and technological
development.
Dr Neumann was at KNUST for nearly two weeks in March
2007. He gave two short lecture series on the field of topology
and its applications. The first, ”Geometry of Shape: A Gentle
Introduction to Topology”, was for the whole mathematics
department, while the second, “Social Choice, Economic
Theory and Algebraic Topology: Applications of Homotopy
Theory to Economics and Sociology”, was for the smaller
group of researchers with whom Dr Neumann will be working
more intensively.
Lecture series, however good, are nothing new. What is really
new about this project is the mentoring, which started when
Dr Neumann settled down to work with Professor Dontwi and
his group of twelve collaborators and research students. As a
result Dr Neumann has helped his colleagues at KNUST to
gain access to resources on the web, he will be helping them
obtain some of the key books for their research, and to attend
conferences abroad. Also, Professor Dontwi and his students
will be visiting Dr Neumann in Leicester.
The scheme has obviously been a success so far (and may
have a broader impact on pure mathematics research in the
future) because Professor Dontwi has told Dr Neumann that
he would very much like to extend the collaborations after the
mentoring project has finished.
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Direct Awards in 2006
Awards made directly by the Trustees.
The number in parentheses after the amount of the award is its duration in months.

RESEARCH PROGRAMME
GRANTS
Professor James Curran
Goldsmiths College, University of
London
Goldsmiths Spaces of the Media
Research Programme
£1,248,029 (60)
Dr Andrew Balmford
University of Cambridge
Valuing the Arc: linking science with
stakeholders to sustain natural capital
£1,249,46 (60)

LARGE SPECIAL ALLOCATIONS
(POT OF GOLD)
Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Professor David Greenaway
University of Nottingham
Surviving and Succeeding in a G –
World: China and World Economy
Enterprise Strategies & Workplace
£1,504,123 (72)
Professor Simon Burgess
University of Bristol
Economics of Social Networks
£993,460 (48)

Humanities
Professor Kevin J Edwards
University of Aberdeen
Footprints on the edge of Thule:
Landscapes of Norse-indigenous
interaction
£999,808 (48)
Professor Chris Stringer
Natural History Museum
Ancient Britain and its european context
£999,000 (39)

Social studies (incl.
anthropology, geography, social
psychology)
Professor David McCrone
University of Edinburgh
National identity, citizenship and social
inclusion
£794,618 (48)
Professor Nick Pidgeon
Cardiff University
Framing Energy Futures: public
perceptions and risk £1,008,160 (48)

SPECIAL INITIATIVES
Basic sciences
Professor Harry Elderfield
University of Cambridge Symposium
2007
£232,428 (12)
Baroness Susan Greenfield
Royal Institution of Great Britain
Royal InstitutIon Christmas Lecture
2006
£200,000 (12)

Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Academies/Society Network 2006
Evening Symposium/Debate
£10,000 (12)

Professor Marcus du Sautoy giving the 2006 Royal Institution
Christmas Lectures entitled The Number Mysteries.
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An agglomerate of TiO2 particles.

RESEARCH PROJECT GRANTS
Applied sciences (including
architecture)
Professor Feodor M Borodich
Cardiff University
Adhesive interactions between particles
and surfaces at micro/nanometre scales
£110,334 (36)
Professor Neil McNeil Alford
Imperial College London
Active substrate approach for switchable
multiferroic thin films £149,179 (36)
Dr Keith N White
University of Manchester
Aluminium bioavailability and toxicity in
the freshwater food chain at neutral pH
£130,256 (36)
Ms Helen C Lansdown
Deafax
Significance of ICT on reading, writing
and communications skills of deaf
people
£94,791 (30)

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

Dr Peter John Barham
University of Bristol
Automated recognition system for
African penguins on Robben Island
£159,415 (36)

Mrs Miriam Luizink
University of Twente
Lithium Capillary Electrophoresis
£50,000 (24)

Dr Saeid Sanei
Cardiff University
Hybrid factorisation – BSS approach for
BCI
£36,350 (24)

Awards made in 2006
Direct Awards in 2006
Dr Qingwei Ma
City University
Numerically modelling and investigating
wind effects on freak waves
£78,059 (24)
Dr Majid Mirmehdi
University of Bristol
Prior-independent shape regularisation
for geometric active contours
£63,022 (24)
Professor Mohan J Edirisinghe
University College London
Deposition of novel microstructures by
electrohydrodynamic co-axial jetting
£144,969 (36)
Dr Aline F Miller
University of Manchester
Characterising and screening of novel
self assembled biomaterials
£111,660 (36)
Professor Michael Yianneskis
King’s College London
Rouleaux formation: study of the fluid
mechanics of red blood cell aggregation
£44,915 (29)
Professor Samson Abramsky
University of Oxford
Where quantum meets classical:
foundational structures and their
ramifications
£70,475 (36)

Basic sciences
Professor R S J Sparks
University of Bristol
The mechanics, dynamics and
differentiation of sills intrusions
£430,441 (60)
Professor Charles Seaton Cockell
Open University
Investigations on micro-organisms that
colonise and metabolise volcanic rocks
£124,042 (36)
Dr Gordon James Watson
University of Portsmouth
Reducing the impact of the marine
ornamental trade: propagation of fan
worms by regeneration
£59,358 (36)
Dr Robert James Lucas
University of Manchester
Employing a mammalian photopigment
to dissect Drosophila behaviour
£106,444 (36)

Dr Sophie E Jackson
University of Cambridge
A tangled problem: how does a knotted
protein fold?
£112,767 (36)

Professor Jonathan Tennyson
University College London
An opacity function for ammonia
£59,480 (36)

Professor James Rose
Royal Holloway, University of London
Testing the case for MIS 6 age
Scandinavian sources ice sheet in
eastern England
£131,529 (36)

Dr Christian Kaiser
University of Southampton
The birth and evolution of supermassive
black holes in the centres of galaxies
£52,292 (36)

Dr Simon John Webb
University of Manchester
Vesicle films: a new type of biomaterial
£76,155 (24)

Dr Dylan Gwynn-Jones
University of Wales, Aberystwyth
The environmental sustainability of
British bioscience
£52,025 (24)

Dr Paul J Flavell
University of Birmingham
Automorphisms of finite groups
£116,658 (36)

Dr Rhonda R Snook
University of Sheffield
Understanding fertilization by
integrating biology and computer
science
£163,585 (36)

Dr Margaret Caroline Pilkington
University of Sussex
Integrating history and ecology to
sustain a living landscape
£50,088 (24)

Dr Alain Nogaret
University of Bath
Artificial ion channels and active spiking
neuron in semiconductor nanostructure
£95,265 (24)

Professor Nigel R Franks
University of Bristol
Genetic diversity & extinction risk of
army ants
£147,352 (36)

Dr Rebecca J M Goss
University of East Anglia
Coercing nature to produce new
halogenated ‘natural’ products
£93,898 (24)

Dr Keith Charles Hamer
University of Leeds
Impacts of perturbation on the trophic
structure of tropical rain forests
£131,579 (36)
Dr John Love
University of Exeter
Engineering fluorescent hormone
biosensors for living plants and animals
£61,156 (18)

Dr Alessandro Troisi
University of Warwick
The emergence of order in molecular
self-organisation: an ‘agent-based’ view
£116,266 (36)
Dr A John Morgan
Cardiff University
Evolutionary dynamics of biological
sentinels: a multi-disciplinary approach
£197,798 (36)

Dr Isabelle Blanchette
University of Manchester
The effect of emotion on logical
reasoning: physiological and cognitive
factors
£44,813 (18)
Professor John Edward Harries
Imperial College London
Spectral signatures of cloud and water
vapour climate feedback
£146,616 (30)
Dr Carmen Domene
University of Oxford
Insights into K-channel gating using
metadynamics
£76,146 (24)

Just five centimeters under the surface, the temperatures of the
rocks are 300 degrees centigrade. The project is seeking to
understand how microbes can invade and colonise volcanic
environments.
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Professor Jim Howie
Heriot-Watt University
Makanin-Razborov algorithms for
hyperbolic groups
£53,820 (36)

Dr John Stephen Fossey
University of Bath
Installation and application of chiral at
nitrogen compounds
£96,737 (24)

Dr J Huw Davies
Cardiff University
Modelling of mantle convection
£97,679 (36)

Professor Katrina Brown
University of East Anglia
Resilience of coastal socio-ecological
systems to climate change in East Africa
£122,300 (36)

Dr Eleanor J Milner-Gulland
Imperial College London
Optimising monitoring as a
conservation tool
£192,386 (36)
Professor Robert C Upstill-Goddard
Newcastle University
Trace gases in tropical coastal zones
£124,887 (36)
Professor Peter S Liss
University of East Anglia
Marine ecosystems in an elevated CO2
world
£156,883 (24)
Dr Claire Halpin
University of Dundee
Towards gene targeting in higher plants
£135,545 (36)
Dr Mike P Speed
University of Liverpool
Development of novel molecular tools
for the study of sperm usage in insects
£125,378 (36)
Professor Dave Gubbins
University of Leeds
Influence of the turbulence on
geomagnetic morphology and time
variations
£112,252 (36)

Dr John C Bythell
Newcastle University
Mucin gene expression in cnidarians –
one of the basal metazoan animal phyla
£181,042 (36)
Professor Zhaohui Luo
Royal Holloway, University of London
Type-theoretic foundation of maths
pluralism
£56,235 (36)

Professor Paula J Booth
University of Bristol
Novel triggers of membrane protein
folding
£173,379 (36)

Professor Patrick Edward Dorey
University of Durham
Applications of integrability to quantum
field theory and string theory
£126,505 (36)

Professor Robin J Leatherbarrow
Imperial College London
Mapping the Myristome:
A tagging-by-substrate
£97,218 (24)

Dr Ian S Penton-Voak
University of Bristol
Cross-cultural investigations of strategic
face preferences in humans
£60,340 (36)

Professor Laura Jane Violet Piddock
University of Birmingham
Natural product inhibitors of multi-drug
resistance in foodborne bacteria
£128,013 (18)

Dr Ian Douglas Pulford
University of Glasgow
Quantification of natural attenuation by
organic soil on metal-contaminated land
£111,017 (36)

Dr Giancarlo A Biagini
Liverpool School of Tropical Medicine
A new drug target against malaria
£140,521 (36)

Professor Reza Tavakol
Queen Mary, University of London
Interaction between rotation, convection
and magnetic fields in the sun and
solar-type stars
£126,064 (36)
Professor Ursula F M Witte
University of Aberdeen
The role of micronutrient availability for
deep-sea carbon cycling £124,635 (36)

Introducing novel genes into tobacco leaf cells.
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Fishermen discussing coastal resource pressures in Quirinde,
Mozambique.

Dr Matthew Charles Fisher
Imperial College London
Fungal evolution in a heterogeneous
world
£139,105 (36)
Dr Katherine Jane Willis
University of Oxford
Legacies of human management of a
cultural landscape in Western Ghats,
India
£111,222 (36)

Dr David G Adams
University of Leeds
AFM study of the surface of live bacteria
and a novel molecular motor
£207,966 (36)

Dr Christopher Thomas Perry
Manchester Metropolitan University
Tropical carbonate sediment records of
environmental and sea-level change
£90,424 (30)

Dr Rudolf A Roemer
University of Warwick
Charge transport in DNA, interaction
and finite-temperature effects
£129,566 (36)

Professor Sandra Leah Baldauf
University of York
Molecular phylogeny of Amoebozoa and
the early evolution of eukaryotes
£248,812 (36)

Awards made in 2006
Direct Awards in 2006
Dr Daniel Thomas Haydon
University of Glasgow
Controlling infectious disease in wildlife
populations
£125,023 (36)
Professor Alan Johnston
University College London
Vision based mechanisms of time
perception
£181,086 (36)
Dr Robert J Knell
Queen Mary, University of London
Horns and hormones: immunity in a
sexually selected insect £134,662 (36)
Professor Mark T Weller
University of Southampton
Natural and synthetic porous beryllate
frameworks
£84,487 (24)
Dr Katherine Anne Sloman
University of Plymouth
Parental care in Symphysodon: a new
model for parent-offspring conflict
£136,960 (36)
theory?
Dr Rachael James
Open University
Evolution of the solar system: clues
from lithium isotopes
£114,190 (36)

Dr Jason M Lynam
University of York
Tuneable metal complexes as
therapeutic carbon monoxide-releasing
molecules
£109,115 (36)
Dr Ian Andrew Crawford
Birkbeck College, University of London
Exploring the moon using spacecraft
remote-sensing and sample analysis
£111,059 (36)
Dr Maria Grazia Francesconi
University of Hull
Preparation and characterisation of
novel ternary nitride-flourides
£61,764 (36)
Dr Zewge Teklehaimanot
University of Wales, Bangor
Improved management and utilisation
of Eastern Africa indigenous fruit trees
£215,000 (36)
Professor Nigel Peter Foreman
Middlesex University
Virtual environment use in enhancing
the learning of historical chronologies
£70,547 (36)
Dr Katharine Lewis
University of Cambridge
Genetic tools to study neuronal circuit
formation in Zebrafish and Xenopus
£119,521 (36)
Professor Edward John Hinch
University of Cambridge
Correlated structures in granular flows:
existence and role in the dynamics
£84,647 (24)
Professor Alistair MacCulloch
Hetherington
University of Bristol
Control of stomatal development by
light
£42,008 (12)
Professor Nigel Mason
Open University
Laboratory studies of astrochemical ice
grains
£135,873 (36)

Peat forming over mine waste that has been dumped on the
original peat. The project is concerned with studying the natural
accumulation of peat on heavy metal mine waste.

Professor Chris Soulsby
University of Aberdeen
Landscape influences on patterns of
water movement in a large river basin
£196,668 (36)

Comparing reef survey results from the southern lagoon of
Rodrigues (western Indian Ocean) –part of the first phase of a
project examining the potential of carbonate sediments to
record evidence of marine environmental change.

Dr Stuart Conway
University of St Andrews
Development of intelligent photolysis
systems to study intracellular signalling
£61,872 (36)
Dr Jason Davis
University of Oxford
Monitoring interfacial
biolelectrochemistry using a FRET
switch
£162,166 (36)
Professor John Z Barrett
University of Wales, Aberystwyth
Determination of protein-protein
interactions by ellipsometric imaging
£72,905 (24)
Professor Graham John Hutchings
Cardiff University
Selective alkane oxidation using gold
£99,350 (36)
Dr Niels Hovius
University of Cambridge
Towards prediction of patterns and rates
of earthquake triggered landsliding
£68,857 (24)
Dr Gareth K Phoenix
University of Sheffield
Impacts of extreme winter warming in
the Arctic
£120,480 (36)
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Humanities
Professor Graeme W Barker
University of Cambridge
From chariotry to equestrian pastoral
nomadism: the evolving role of the
horse
£469,940 (36)
Professor Polychronis Tzedakis
University of Leeds
The paleo-environmental background to
early human appearance in S Europe
£76,138 (24)

A dog vaccination day within the Bale National Park, Ethiopia.

Dr Niels Madsen
University of Wales, Swansea
Plasma control techniques used to
facilitate trapping of cold antihydrogen
£228,132 (36)
Professor Johannes M Zanker
Royal Holloway, University of London
A simple explanation of illusory motion
experience in op art paintings
£38,362 (12)
Professor Keith R Briffa
University of East Anglia
Process-based methods in the
interpretation of tree-growth/climate
relationships
£123,789 (36)
Dr Ian John Ford
University College London
Effects of fluctuations on the
heterogeneous nucleation of
nanoparticles
£57,055 (36)
Dr Matthew Costen
Heriot-Watt University
Energy flow at the transition state: mode
specific reactive scattering
£108,983 (36)
Professor G P Srivastava
University of Exeter
Vibrational and thermal properties of
phononic crystals
£92,634 (36)
Dr Matthew Gaunt
University of Cambridge
Cascade strategies for the rapid
chemical synthesis of architecturally
complex natural products
£111,663(36)
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Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Dr Sohnke M Bartram
University of Lancaster
Corporate governance, hedging and
speculation of global corporations with
derivatives
£36,997 (12)
Professor Oliver B Linton
London School of Economics and
Political Science
Some issues in estimation and testing
with realised volatility
£85,290 (24)
Professor Trevor Buck
Loughborough University
National culture in the ‘new China’: a
study of foreign joint ventures in China
£39,000 (24)

Mr Neil G W Curtis
University of Aberdeen
Isotope analysis of Scottish cist
skeletons for beaker typing, dating and
diet
£67,729 (24)
Professor John Rotheram Hunter
University of Birmingham
Examination of ritual & dress equipment
from British early Bronze Age graves
£246,087 (36)
Professor Francis Benedict Watson
University of Aberdeen
Gospels canonical and non-canonical:
four gospels in literary context
£102,853 (36)
Dr Mark Philp
University of Oxford
William Godwin’s diary: reconstructing
a social and political culture 1788-1836
£244,440 (36)

Dr Jeremy S Busby
University of Lancaster
The investigation of risk migration by a
case analysis of flame retardants
£118,097 (24)
Professor John B Knight
University of Oxford
China’s remarkable economic growth:
causes, mechanisms and consequences
£83,852 (21)
Dr Michelle Catherine Baddeley
Gonville & Caius College
University of Cambridge
Neuroeconomic analyses of herding in
economics and finance £67,757 (36)

A human femur being drilled to take a sample for stable isotope
analysis/radiocarbon dating.
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Professor Simon Hillson
University College London
An interdisciplinary study of human
growth in London over the past 1500
years
£119,612 (36)
Professor Ian Harris
St Martin’s College
The life, thought and politics of
Cambodian Buddhist monk Khieu
Chum (1907-1975)
£57,204 (24)
Professor Jonathan Charles Bignell
University of Reading
Beckett and the phenomology of
doodles: a visual and theoretical
analysis
£147,274 (36)
Dr Paul Crawford
University of Nottingham
A study of the representation of
madness in post-1945 British and
American fiction
£91,830 (36)
Decorative funereal mummy-masks from Graeco-Roman
Egypt (2nd century BC), constructed by a paper-mache
technique from recycled ancient books written on papyrus.
The project has developed a technique for recovering and
deciphering the papyrus, while preserving the artwork on a
reconstructed mold.

Professor Allan Stewart Ingram
University of Northumbria at Newcastle
Before depression: representation and
culture of the English Malady 1660-1800
£223,745 (36)
Dr Chad B Van Dixhoorn
University of Cambridge
First edition of the minutes and papers
of the Westminster Assembly 1643-1652
£50,059 (18)

Dr Timothy Mowl
University of Bristol
The historic landscapes and gardens of
the English counties
£314,411 (60)
Professor Greg D Woolf
University of St Andrews
Science and the Empire in the Roman
World
£117,959 (36)
Professor Geoffrey Nigel Bailey
University of York
Submerged landscape archaeology of
the continental shelf
£152,485 (36)
Canon John R Atherton
William Temple Foundation
Faith and traditional capitals: defining
the public scope of religious capital
£140,288 (36)

Dr Dirk Obbink
Christ Church, University of Oxford
The reception of Greek literature:
traditions of the fragment 300BC800AD
£118,212 (36)

Law, politics, international
relations

Professor Julia R Briggs
De Montfort University
An electronic genetic edition and
commentary of Virginia Woolf’s ‘Time
Passes’
£52,780 (24)

Dr Colin Copus
University of Birmingham
Small parties: influence and effect on
democratic engagement and local
politics
£71,463 (24)

Dr Lucy Katherine Blue
University of Southampton
A multidisciplinary approach to
Alexandria’s economic past: the
Mareotis case study
£79,546 (24)

Dr Tim Huxley
International Institute for Strategic
Studies
The future of the British nuclear
deterrent
£22,000

(9)

Social studies (incl.
anthropology, geography, social
psychology)
Dr Merideth Gattis
Cardiff University
Infant imitation in natural contexts:
characteristics, development and
functions
£252,343 (36)
Dr Donald C Funnell
University of Sussex
Towards an environmental history of
Lesotho: foresting and grassland
£117,039 (24)
Professor Kathleen G Rastle
Royal Holloway, University of London
Learning morphemes: insights from
skilled readers
£125,139 (36)
Professor Paul Sillitoe
University of Durham
Ethno-environmental GIS and satellite
research in the Papua New Guinea
highlands
£21,619 (12)
Professor John Richard Dodson
Brunel University
Environment & humans in the Yangtze
Delta
£100,767 (36)
Professor Sir Jack Goody
St. John’s College, Cambridge
Towards a comparative study of
Renaissances and Reformations
£44,152 (12)
Dr Louise Phillips
University of Aberdeen
Adult ageing and the decoding of subtle
social cues to mental state
£117,573 (36)
Dr Irene Reppa
University of Wales, Swansea
Retrieval competition in memory
between visual object properties
£31,373 (24)
Dr Danielle Ropar
University of Nottingham
Cognitive differences and the processing
of stimulated self-emotion
environments
£80,970 (24)
Dr Federico Varese
University of Oxford
The Russian mafia in Italy: status and
hierarchy
£25,691 (9)
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Professor Ian Spencer Loader
University of Oxford
Shopping for security? The meanings
and effect of security consumption
£83,669 (24)
Professor Robert Alan Kennedy
University of Dundee
Eye movement control of information
extraction while watching moving
images
£34,901 (12)
Dr Keith H Halfacree
University of Wales, Swansea
Rooted in the earth? Going back-tothe-land in millennial Britain
£84,274 (24)
Vocabulary learning from print: relations with memory, language and literacy.

Professor Peter James Taylor
Loughborough University
Cities in economic expansion and
current crisis of the modern world
system
£113,739 (36)

Dr Alison Blunt
Queen Mary, University of London
Diaspora cities: imagining Calcutta in
London, Toronto and Jerusalem
£143,608 (27)

Dr Jo Saunders
University of Wales, Swansea
The role of mental imagery and
imagination on retrieval-induced
forgetting
£14,422 (12)

Professor James Robert Fairhead
University of Sussex
The environmental history of Tobago,
globalisation and development in crises
1763-2005
£37,370 (24)

Dr Kate Cain
University of Lancaster
Cognitive factors involved in children’s
acquisition of printed word meanings
£46,113 (20)

Dr George William Leeson
University of Oxford
Understanding the dynamics of
contemporary grandfatherhood
£48,694 (18)

Dr Moya Flynn
University of Glasgow
Exploring urban identities and
community relations in post-Soviet
Central Asia
£57,710 (36)

ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
Dr Alan Blackwell
University of Cambridge
Artist in Residence: Dr Alejandro Vinao
£12,000 (10)
Dr Gordon Alexander McMullan
King’s College London
Arist in Residence: Elpida Georgiou
£12,000 (10)
Professor Peter J Gregory
Scottish Crop Research Institute
Artist in Residence: Professor Ronald
Forbes
£12,000 (10)
Dr Kenny McAlpine
University of Abertay Dundee
Artist in Residence: Dr Michael
Edgerton
£12,000 (10)
Dr David J Bloomfield
Royal Sussex County Hospital
Artist in Residence: Mr Patrick Altes
£12,000 (10)
Dr Bergit Arends
Natural History Museum
Artist in Residence: Ms Lyndall Phelps
£11,890 (8)

A participant undergoing a test with the EyeLink II eye-tracker.
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Dr Chris Dorsett
University of Northumbria at Newcastle
Artist in Residence: Mr Ashley Hipkin
£12,000 (10)

Awards made in 2006
Direct Awards in 2006
Mr Ben Barkow
Wiener Library
Artist in Residence: Ms Julia Pascal
£10,000 (10)
Professor Gary R Lock
University of Oxford
Artist in Residence: Miss Tania Kovats
£12,000 (12)
Ms Amanda Savidge
Worcester Porcelain Museum
Artist in Residence: Ms Sara Hayward
£12,000 (10)
Mr Steve Brace
Royal Geographical Society
Artist in Residence: Mr Simeon Nelson
£12,000 (9)
Professor Malcolm Irving
Brunel University
Artist in Residence: Mr Oded Ben-Tal
£12,000 (11)
Mr Chris Perkins
University of Manchester
Artist in Residence: Mr Michael Mayhew
£12,000 (10)

FINE AND PERFORMING ARTS
EDUCATION
Education
Mr Simon Peter Marsden
Bolton School
Assisted Places at Bolton School
£370,403 (36)

Fine and performing arts
Dr Anita Donaldson
Laban Centre for Movement and Dance
Transitions Dance Company/MA dance
performance scholarship scheme
£45,600 (32)
Mr Derek Warby
European Union Youth Orchestra
EUYO Leverhulme Summer School
£32,832 (36)
Mr Russell Trigg
Northern School of Contemporary
Dance
Graduate Diploma in Contemporary
Dance
£47,520 (36)
Mr Sean Gregory
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
MAP/making: international
£90,000 (36)
Dr Bernard Lanskey
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Chamber Music Fellowship Programme
£18,000 (36)
Dr Diana Devlin
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Drama Bursaries
£26,000 (36)
Mrs Helen Hayes
Pro Corda Trust
Pro Corda bursary fund

£43,000 (36)

Ms Gailene Stock
Royal Ballet School
Outreach programme

£54,000 (36)

Mr Stephen Newbould
Birmingham Contemporary Music
Group
Apprentices composer in association
£46,364 (36)
Professor Jonathan Freeman-Attwood
Royal Academy of Music
Postgraduate Studentships
£54,080 (36)
Ms Anita Crowe
Aldeburgh Music
Contemporary Performance &
Composition Course
£22,422 (36)
Mr Maurice Cockrill
Royal Academy Schools
Postgraduate diploma in fine art
£50,000 (36)
Mr Derek Aviss
Trinity College of Music
Postgraduate Scholarships
£12,000 (12)
Mr Derek Aviss
Trinity College of Music
Mentorships in Orchestral Studies
£28,000 (12)
Miss Veronica Lewis
London Contemporary Dance School
Undergraduate Scholarships
£27,000 (36)
Dr Colin Beeson
Royal Northern College of Music
Undergraduate Scholarships
£9,000 (48)
Professor George Caird
Birmingham Conservatoire
Undergraduate Scholarships
£9,000 (48)
Dr Colin Lawson
Royal College of Music
Postgraduate Scholarships
£12,000 (24)
Dr Colin Lawson
Royal College of Music
Mentorships in Orchestral Studies
£28,000 (12)

“Two Jugs” Oil Drawing 30 cm x 20 cm by artist in residence Sara Hayward.

Professor Curtis Price
Royal Academy of Music
Postgraduate Scholarshipss
£12,000 (24)
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Mr Gurmit Hukam
Northern School of Contemporary
Dance
Undergraduate Scholarships
£9,000 (36)

Dr Ronnie Cann
University of Edinburgh
The dynamics of case: an inferential
approach to morphological casemarking
£85,282 (24)

Applied sciences (including
architecture)

Dr Chris Jones
University of St Andrews
A history of the line in English poetry
£111,033 (36)

Professor David Porter
Glasgow School of Art
Postgraduate Scholarships
£18,000 (24)
Dr Mike Fedeski
Cardiff University
Postgraduate Scholarship £15,100 (24)
Professor Iain Borden
University College London
Bursaries
£17,836 (24)

MAJOR RESEARCH
FELLOWSHIPS
A Guildhall School of Music and Drama production of the opera
Capriccio by Richard Strauss featuring students from the
Leverhulme funded opera course.
Photograph by Nobby Clark.

Professor Curtis Price
Royal Academy of Music
Mentorships in Orchestral Studies
£28,000 (12)
Professor Barry W Ife
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Postgraduate Scholarships
£12,000 (12)
Professor Barry W Ife
Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Mentorships in Orchestral Studies
£28,000 (12)
Professor John Wallace
Royal Scottish Academy of Music and
Drama
Leverhulme Major Scholarships
£36,000 (48)
Mr Edmond Fivet
Royal Welsh College of Music and
Drama
Undergraduate Scholarships
£9,000 (48)
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Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Professor Jeffrey William Henderson
University of Manchester
China and the future of the developing
world
£123,389 (36)
Professor Ronald L Martin
University of Cambridge
A path dependence approach to the
evolution of regional economies
£113,280 (36)

Fine and performing arts
Professor Caroline Evans
University of the Arts London
Modernism, national identity and
gender in early twentieth century fashion
shows
£117,169 (36)

Humanities
Dr Susan Jones
St. Hilda’s College, University of Oxford
Literary modernism in dance 1890-1950
£69,505 (24)

Professor Stefan Collini
University of Cambridge
Literary criticism and cultural decline in
twentieth-century Britain
£104,408 (36)
Professor W Mark Ormrod
University of York
Edward III: a biographical history of King
Edward III of England (1327-1377)
£112,198 (36)
Professor Pamela Anne Clemit
University of Durham
The letters of William Godwin
£101,254 (36)
Professor Roberta Gilchrist
University of Reading
Medieval lives: archaeology and the life
course
£106,741 (36)
Professor Richard H A Jenkyns
Lady Margaret Hall, University of Oxford
God, space and city in the Roman
imagination
£97,164 (36)
Professor Marcus M G Wood
University of Sussex
Cultural fictions of slavery in Northern
America & Brazil 1780-1888
£112,066 (36)
Dr David Carmine Gentilcore
University of Leicester
New world plants in Italy, from
observation to assimilation (1500-1850)
£112,364 (36)
Professor Richard Cronin
University of Glasgow
Paper bullets: Byron, Blackwoods and
Sir Alexander Boswell
£66,619 (24)
Professor Simon Fraser Barton
University of Exeter
On the frontiers of Islam: cross-border
relations in Mediaeval Iberia & N Africa
c1000-1500
£109,039 (36)

Awards made in 2006
Direct Awards in 2006
Professor Dov M Gabbay
King’s College London
Principles of the new logics
£126,369 (36)
Professor David J Owens
University of Sheffield
Authority in morality
£77,555 (24)
Professor Judith M Lieu
King’s College London
The heretic who shaped Christian
theology? Marcion and his opponents
in context
£79,274 (24)
Professor Duncan Fraser Kennedy
University of Bristol
Time and interpretation of texts
£73,585 (24)
Professor Simon C R Swain
University of Warwick
Brysons Household management:
family, economy & society from Rome to
Islam
£110,585 (36)

Law, politics, international
relations

Professor Henrietta L Moore
London School of Economics and
Political Science
An African history of sexuality
£119,167 (36)

VISITING FELLOWSHIPS
Each award recipient receives two grants
of £23,800 (or £26,000 if based in
London) over 10 months.
Professor David Chiddick
University of Lincoln
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)
Professor John S Archer
Heriot-Watt University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)
Professor Geoffrey Crossick
Goldsmiths College
University of London
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£26,000 (10)

Dr Stuart Robert Elden
University of Durham
The geometry of the political: a history
of the concept of territory
£113,151 (36)
Dr Peter Leslie de Bolla
King’s College, Cambridge
The subject of law: a cultural history of
rights 1688-1791
£101,187 (36)

Dr David Grant
Cardiff University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)

Professor John Keane
University of Westminster
The future of representative democracy
£132,283 (36)

Professor Shirley Pearce
Loughborough University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)

Social studies (incl.
anthropology, geography, social
psychology)
Professor Steve Bruce
University of Aberdeen
Religion in Modern Britain
£70,089 (24)
Professor Janet Frances Carsten
University of Edinburgh
Blood work: investigating cultures of
biomedicine in Malaysia & Britain
£140,661 (36)

Dame Janet Trotter
University of Gloucestershire
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)

Professor Gordon Marshall
University of Reading
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)
Professor Michael Pittilo
Robert Gordon University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)
Professor Graham Henderson
University of Teesside
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)

Professor Paul O’Prey
Roehampton University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£26,000 (10)
Professor Michael H Harloe
University of Salford
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)
Professor Christine E King
Staffordshire University
Visiting Fellowships 2006/07
£23,800 (10)

INTERNATIONAL NETWORKS
Applied sciences (including
architecture)
Dr Richard Matthew Guest
University of Kent
Biometric signature data interchange
format research issues
£5,820 (24)

Basic sciences
Dr David J Parker
University of Cambridge
Experimental and computational
analyses of neuronal network function
£26,400 (36)
Professor John F Toland
London Mathematical Society
International program in support of
mathematics in sub-Saharan Africa
£150,000 (36)
Dr Andrew Baker
University of Birmingham
Laminated stalagmite network
£30,000 (12)
Dr Gabriele Anna Macho
Roehampton University
Ecological correlates of behaviour, life
history and morphology (Macaca
fuscata)
£25,590 (36)
Dr David Brian Stephenson
University of Exeter
A Euro-Brazilian research network for
improving South American seasonal
climate forecasts
£83,091 (36)
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Humanities
Professor Paul A Chilton
University of Lancaster
New discourses in the New China:
social change and anglophone
perceptions
£59,036 (36)
Dr Deborah Jayne Cartmell
De Montfort University
Association of literature on screen
studies
£42,500 (36)
Professor Colin D H Jones
Queen Mary, University of London
Physiognomy: the arts and sciences of
the face, c1500-c1850
£45,215 (36)
Professor Robert Gildea
University of Oxford
Around 1968 network: activism,
networks and trajectories £32,298 (36)
Dr Jon Williamson
University of Kent
Probabilistic logic and probabilistic
networks
£30,137 (24)

Molecules of Chromium (green) and Nickel (purple) can be
manipulated into the shape of the letter ‘S’.

Dr Charles Conrad Leyser
University of Manchester
Wilhelm Levison, England and the
Continent in the Early Middle Ages
£45,497 (18)

Professor Roger Edward Backhouse
University of Birmingham
History of post-war social science group
£18,760 (36)

VISITING PROFESSORSHIPS
Applied sciences (including
architecture)
Professor Costas S Iliopoulos
King’s College London
Professor Mirka Miller
£7,600

(4)

Dr Alison McKay
University of Leeds
Professor Mark Henderson
£13,410

(3)

Professor Andrew Adamatzky
University of the West of England
Dr Jonathan Mills
£43,264

(9)

Professor Peter Alan Jackson
University of Sheffield
Professor Richard Le Heron
£18,910

(6)

Dr Clemens Kaminski
University of Cambridge
Professor J. Houston Miller
£38,050

(5)

Basic sciences
Professor Richard E P Winpenny
University of Manchester
Studies of magnetic molecules: interplay
of synthesis, theory and experiment
£48,900 (36)

Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Professor Moshe Machover
London School of Economics and
Political Science
Voting power in practice
£124,829 (36)

Law, politics, international
relations
Professor Soren Holm
Cardiff University
International network on ethical aspects
of human stem cell therapies
£101,054 (36)

Social studies (incl.
anthropology, geography, social
psychology)

Fine and performing arts

Professor Catriona H M Kelly
New College, Oxford
Solidarities and loyalties in Russian
history, society and culture
£41,014 (24)

Dr Elizabeth Anne James
University of Sussex
The composition of Byzantine glass
mosaic tesserae
£96,296 (36)

Professor Fulong Wu
Cardiff University
Urban China Research International
Network
£98,831 (36)
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Dr Dario Alfè
University College London
Professor Stefano Baroni £17,400

(4)

Professor Ian Bennion
Aston University
Professor David Nikogosyan
£32,600 (10)
Dr Wilhelm Huck
University of Cambridge
Professor Alain Jonas
£28,800 (10)
Professor Ullrich Steiner
University of Cambridge
Professor Ulrich Wiesner £17,000

(7)

Dr Rodney George Halburd
Loughborough University
Professor Simon Ruijsenaars
£50,340

(9)

Dr Simon Goodwin
University of Sheffield
Professor Pavel Kroupa

(4)

£8,500

Awards made in 2006
Direct Awards in 2006
Dr Natalie Stingelin-Stutzmann
Queen Mary, University of London
Professor Paul Smith
£14,500
Dr Jason Crain
University of Edinburgh
Dr Gennady Chuev

£35,615

Humanities
(6)

(9)

Professor Stuart E Reynolds
University of Bath
Professor W. Ruben Kaufman
£25,500 (10)

Economics, business studies,
industrial relations
Professor Cynthia McDougall
University of York
Professor Mark A Cohen £24,560

(3)

Dr Andrew J Webber
University of Cambridge
Professor Thomas Elsaesser
£8,058
Professor Lynda Nead
Birkbeck College
Professor Angela Dalle Vacche
£35,950
Professor Dina Iordanova
University of St Andrews
Professor Anne Mette Hjort
£19,374

(4)

Dr Daniel Geary
University of Nottingham
Professor Howard Brick £70,612 (10)
Professor Anders Holmberg
Newcastle University
Professor Abdelkaber Fassi-Fehri
£54,548 (10)
Professor Susan Manning
University of Edinburgh
Professor Anthony La Vopa
£48,350 (10)
Professor Susan Manning
University of Edinburgh
Professor Robert J Savage £16,360

Fine and performing arts
Professor Vera Tolz
University of Manchester
Professor Evgeny Steiner £37,492

Professor Stuart Taberner
University of Leeds
Professor Stephen Brockmann
£21,522

Law, politics, international
relations

(6)

Dr Pauline J Phemister
University of Edinburgh
Professor Catherine Wilson
£12,731

(7)

(5)

Professor Linne Mooney
University of York
Professor Daniel Mosser £35,760

(7)

(6)

Dr Marcin Szczerbinski
University of Sheffield
Dr Magdalena Smoczynska
£19,513

(5)

(3)

Professor Kate McLuskie
The Shakespeare Institute
Professor Michele Marrapodi
£9,400

(6)

(9)

Professor Leslie Hepple
University of Bristol
Professor David Newman £67,114 (10)
Mr Michael J Woodiwiss
University of the West of England
Professor E Jane Dickson-Gilmore
£27,341 (10)

Social studies (incl.
anthropology, geography, social
psychology)
Professor Daniel Miller
University College London
Professor Richard Wilk and Professor
Anne Pyburn
£12,814 (6)
Dr Gerard Duveen
University of Cambridge
Professor Jaan Valsiner £23,700

(3)

Professor Robert A Foley
University of Cambridge
Professor Frederick Edward Grine
£15,505 (10)
Professor Peter Fisher
City University
Professor Keith Clarke

£12,924

(7)
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Awards made in 2006
Philip Leverhulme Prizes
The Philip Leverhulme Prizes were set up for outstanding young scholars of substantial distinction and promise. In 2006, the
Trustees were pleased to announce the following winners:

Basic sciences
Dr Pierre Tarrès
University of Oxford
Stochastic Analysis – particularly the
evolution of processes that learn from
past experience
£70,000 (24)
Dr Daniel Feltham
University College London
Polar oceanography
£70,000 (24)

Professor Ben J Green
University of Cambridge
Mathematics
£70,000 (24)
Dr Rachael James
Open University
Marine Geochemistry

£70,000 (24)

Dr Gilean A T McVean
University of Oxford
Population genetics

£70,000 (24)

Dr Andrei Yafaev
University College London
Algebraic geometry, number theory
£70,000 (24)

Dr Peter M Topping
University of Warwick
Geometric analysis

£70,000 (24)

Dr Nathan P Gillett
University of East Anglia
Climate dynamics
£70,000 (24)

Dr Loeske Kruuk
University of Edinburgh
Evolutionary genetics
£70,000 (24)

Dr Lucy J Carpenter
University of York
Atmospheric chemistry £70,000 (24)

Dr Rebecca M Kilner
University of Cambridge
Animal behaviour
£70,000 (24)

Dr Marc Lackenby
University of Oxford
Topology

£70,000 (24)

Dr Timothy J Wright
University of Leeds
Geophysics

£70,000 (24)

Dr Angus Gordon John Buckling
University of Oxford
Evolution
£70,000 (24)
Professor Stuart Andrew West
University of Edinburgh
Evolutionary Ecology
£70,000 (24)

Fine and performing arts
Dr Viccy Coltman
University of Edinburgh
Visual and material culture in
eighteenth-century Britain in its
European context
£70,000 (24)
Dr Donal A Cooper
University of Warwick
Art and culture of the Italian
Renaissance
£70,000 (24)
Dr Maria H Loh
University College London
Italian renaissance and baroque art
history
£70,000 (24)
Dr Jason Edwards
University of York
Victorian sculpture and painting
£70,000 (24)

Humanities
Dr Senia Paseta
St. Hugh’s College, Oxford
Modern Irish History
£70,000 (24)
Dr Holger Hoock
University of Liverpool
18th & 19th century British cultural and
political history; public history
£70,000 (24)
Dr Derek Peterson
University of Cambridge
African history
£70,000 (24)
Dr Donald Bloxham
University of Edinburgh
Modern social and political history
£70,000 (24)

Dr Timothy Wright standing in a crack that formed in the Afar desert in Northern Ethiopia after a series of
earthquakes caused by tectonic plate movement in November 2005.
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Dr William O’Reilly
University of Cambridge
£70,000 (24)
Early modern history

Awards made in 2006
RAAC Awards
The Trustees have approved the following awards to individuals under schemes administered by their Research Awards Advisory
Committee: -

RESEARCH FELLOWSHIPS
Mario Aguilar PhD
Reader in Divinity
University of St Andrews
Religion and politics in Pinochet’s Chile:
the challenges of the disappeared
(1973-1980)
James Alexander PhD
Professor, Department of Immunology
University of Strathclyde
Leishmania macrophage inhibition
factor activity

Robert Blackburn PhD LLD
Professor of Constitutional Law
King’s College London
The law relating to the role and working
of the monarchy as head of state
David Boucher PhD
Professor of European Studies and
Director of the Graduate School in
Humanities
Cardiff University
Transitions: natural law, natural rights,
human rights

David Andress DPhil
Reader in Modern European History
University of Portsmouth
Melodramatic politics in the French
Revolution

Jane Boyd BA
Self-employed fine artist
Concrete liaisons: temporal behaviour in
urban spaces

Vassos Argyrou PhD
Senior Lecturer in Social Anthropology
University of Hull
The ‘neo-orthodox’ in Cyprus: religious
purism and cultural pluralism

Craig Brown PhD
Lecturer in Marine Biology
University of Ulster
Seabed mapping in the Gulf of Maine,
Canada

Frank Ball DPhil
Professor of Applied Probability
University of Nottingham
Stochastic modelling in the biomedical
sciences

Martin Buck PhD
Professor of Molecular Microbiology
Imperial College London
A molecular switch for gene activation

Andrew Balmford PhD
Reader in Conservation Science
University of Cambridge
The glass half-full: stories of hope for
nature

Suzanne B Butters PhD
Reader in History of Art
University of Manchester
Constructing Ferdinando I de’ Medici’s
Artimino

Nicholas Barton PhD FRS
Professor, Institute of Evolutionary
Biology
University of Edinburgh
Evolution of multiple interacting genes

Simon Caney DPhil
Professor of Political Theory
University of Birmingham
On cosmopolitanism: a defence

Rebecca Beasley PhD
Lecturer
Birkbeck, University of London
Modernism and the translation of
Russian culture
Stefan Bilbao PhD
Lecturer in Music
University of Edinburgh
Creative use of advanced digital sound
synthesis

Emma Cayley DPhil
Lecturer in French
University of Exeter
An edition of late medieval French
debate poetry
Simon Chandler-Wilde PhD
Professor of Applied Mathematics
University of Reading
Scattering by unbounded surfaces

Senate House, London’s first skyscraper, serving as a canvas for
the projection of the dome of the Pantheon, the world’s largest
un-reinforced concrete dome.
© Jane Boyd

Stephen Chapman PhD
Professor of Biological Chemistry
University of Edinburgh
Analysis of the sole cytochrome P450
from the bacterium Campylobacter jejuni
Martin Chick PhD
Senior Lecturer in Economic and Social
History
University of Edinburgh
Energy policy in France, Britain and the
USA post-1945
Aileen Christianson MA
Senior Lecturer, Department of English
Literature
University of Edinburgh
Jane Welsh Carlyle: writing volumes
Denise Tsang Clarke PhD
Lecturer, Department of Management
University of Reading
Growth of firms in the UK games
software industry
Michèle Clarke PhD
Associate Professor and Reader in
Environmental Change
University of Nottingham
North Atlantic Oscillation impacts on
sand drift
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RAAC Awards
David E Cooper MA BPhil
Professor of Philosophy
University of Durham
The significance of beauty
James Croll PhD FREng
Professor of Civil Engineering
University College London
Thermal ratchets in glacial and
periglacial mechanics
Peter Cromwell PhD
Project Manager and Software Engineer
NA Software
Mathematical analysis of interlaced
ornament
Paul Davies PhD
Reader in Architectural History
University of Reading
Rotunda: architecture and miracles in
Renaissance Italy
Timothy Day MA
Visiting Senior Research Fellow
King’s College London
English cathedral choirs in the 20th
century
Deirdre Devine PhD
Senior Lecturer in Microbiology
University of Leeds
Host responses to resident bacterial
biofilms
Holger Dullin PhD
Senior Lecturer in Applied Mathematics
Loughborough University
Bifurcations in volume preserving maps
Anthony Edwards PhD
Professor of English
De Montfort University
The English poems of John Skelton: a
critical edition
Markman Ellis PhD
Professor of Eighteenth Century Studies
Queen Mary, University of London
The social spaces of 18th century
criticism
Tony Evans PhD
Reader in Global Politics
University of Southampton
Universal human rights in global politics
Nicholas Fisher PhD
Professor of Ancient History
Cardiff University
Charis and the growth of democratic
practice
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Paul Fouracre PhD
Professor of Medieval History
University of Manchester
Cost of the liturgy: an essay in cultural
history

Andrew Hemingway PhD
Professor in History of Art
University College London
American modern: precisionist painting
and reification

David Fraser LLM
Professor of Law and Social Theory
University of Nottingham
Anti-Jewish decrees, patriotism and
collaboration

John Holmes DPhil
Lecturer in English Literature
University of Reading
Darwinism, poetry and poetics

Peter Friz PhD
University Lecturer in Mathematics
University of Cambridge
Stochastic processes and rough path
theory

Deniz Kandiyoti PhD
Reader in Development Studies
School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London
Islam and politics of gender: state,
society and modernity in central Asia
and Afghanistan

Tim Fulford PhD
Professor, Department of English
Nottingham Trent University
Preparing an edition of Robert Southey’s
letters

Todd Kaplan PhD
Reader in Economics
University of Exeter
Optimality of contest design

Robert Furness PhD
Professor, Institute of Biomedical and
Life Sciences
University of Glasgow
Ecosystem-based management
incorporating seabirds

Irini Katsirea-Goebel PhD
Lecturer
Middlesex University Business School
Public broadcasting standards and
European law

Barry Garraway PhD
Reader in Theoretical Physics
University of Sussex
Cold atoms in dressed traps

D Robert Ladd PhD
Professor of Linguistics
University of Edinburgh
Simultaneous and sequential structure
in language

Neil Glasser PhD
Reader in Physical Geography
University of Wales, Aberystwyth
Reconstructing the former Patagonian
Ice Sheet
Julian Graffy MA
Professor of Russian Literature and
Cinema
School of Slavonic and East European
Studies, University College London
The representation of foreigners in
Russian film
Ruth Harris DPhil
Fellow and Tutor, New College and
Lecturer in the Modern History Faculty
University of Oxford
The Dreyfus Affair
Nicholas Havely BPhil
Senior Lecturer, Department of English
and Related Literature
University of York
Dante in the English-speaking world,
from the 14th century to the present

Huiling Le PhD
Reader, School of Mathematical
Sciences
University of Nottingham
Brownian motion and Brunn-Minkowski
inequalities on manifolds
Catherine Léglu PhD
Senior Lecturer in French
University of Bristol
The hybrid text: multilingualism in
French, Catalan and Occitan literature of
the 14th to 15th centuries
Keith Lilley PhD
Lecturer in Human Geography
Queen’s University Belfast
Medieval monarchs and the shaping of
urban Britain
Phillip Lindley PhD
Reader in the History of Art
University of Leicester
Renaissance and reformation in English
sculpture

Awards made in 2006
RAAC Awards
Catherine Lupton DPhil
Senior Lecturer in Film Studies
Roehampton University
Representing the world in photography
and film
Brian Maidment PhD
Professor of English
University of Salford
Comedy, caricature and the social order,
1820-1850
Sonia Massai PhD
Lecturer in English Studies
King’s College London
The paratext in English printed drama to
the Restoration
Cathy McIlwaine PhD
Senior Lecturer in Geography
Queen Mary, University of London
Coping practices among Latin American
migrants in London
Catriona McKinnon PhD
Lecturer in Political Theory
University of Reading
Tackling climate change in a liberal
framework
Robert Mills PhD
Lecturer in English
King’s College London
Kissing Judas: sodomy, friendship and
the subject of medieval religion
Frank Moulaert PhD
Professor of European Planning and
Development
University of Newcastle
Social innovation: a strategy for
scientific research and human
development
Kaori Nagai PhD
Sessional Teacher, School of English
University of Kent
Connecting in the master’s language

Peter O’Hagan PhD
Reader in Music
Roehampton University
Pierre Boulez and the piano
Bob Osborne PhD
Professor and Director of the Social and
Policy Research Institute
University of Ulster
Implementing equality policies in
Northern Ireland and Canada
René Oudmaijer PhD
Senior Lecturer, School of Physics and
Astronomy
University of Leeds
Towards understanding the formation of
massive stars
Amanda Perry-Kessaris PhD
Senior Lecturer, School of Law
Birkbeck, University of London
Law and investor-state-civil society
relations
Lynda Pratt DPhil
Reader in Romanticism
University of Nottingham
The Collected Letters of Robert Southey
Eithne Quinn PhD
Lecturer in American Studies
University of Manchester
The culture and commerce of
blaxploitation film
Tina Ramnarine DPhil
Reader in Music
Royal Holloway, University of London
Music and indigeneity on the fringes of
Europe
Francis Ratnieks PhD
Professor, Department of Animal and
Plant Sciences
University of Sheffield
Learning from novel discoveries in ant
organisation

Mark Newman PhD
Lecturer in American History
University of Edinburgh
Catholics in the American South and
desegregation

Alison Rowley PhD
Lecturer in Critical, Historical and
Theoretical Studies in Visual Art
University of Ulster
Common gestures, class acts: studies in
‘young British art’

Simon Newman PhD
Professor of American History
University of Glasgow
Transformation of daily life and culture
on the Gold Coast in the age of the slave
trade

Judy Rudoe
Assistant Keeper, Department of
Prehistory and Europe
The British Museum
A social and cultural history of 19thcentury jewellery

The pressbook for the highly controversial Blaxploitation film
SUPER FLY (1972).

Michael Ruzhansky PhD
Lecturer, Department of Mathematics
Imperial College London
Global smoothing properties of
Schrödinger equations
Sally Sargeson PhD
Associate Professor, Nottingham
University Business School
Nottingham University
Women, property and agency in
urbanising China

Ants, some of them individually marked, going about their
business inside the nest.
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Ana Sendova-Franks PhD
Senior Lecturer in Statistics
University of the West of England
The collective intelligence of movement
in ants

Penny Summerfield DPhil
Professor of Modern History
University of Manchester
The Second World War in popular
memory, 1945-1965

David Whitaker PhD
Professor of Vision Science
University of Bradford
Detection of path deviation in human
vision

Niall Sharples MA
Senior Lecturer, School of History and
Archaeology
Cardiff University
Wessex in the first millennium BC: an
anthropological approach to a complex
society

Michael Tretyakov PhD
Professor in Mathematics
University of Leicester
Stochastic numerics: Wiener integrals
and SPDEs

K A Jane White PhD
Senior Lecturer, Department of
Mathematical Sciences
University of Bath
Analysing transient behaviour in
ecological models

Dr André Sonnet
Lecturer, Department of Mathematics
University of Strathclyde
Computational fluid dynamics of liquid
crystals
Mike Speed PhD
Lecturer in Biological Sciences
University of Liverpool
Exploring optimisation of defences in
prey animals: an individual-based
approach
Marc Stears PhD
University Lecturer in Political Theory
University of Oxford
Radical democrats: reconsidering US
democracy
John Strachan DPhil
Reader in Romantic Literature and
Director of English Undergraduate
Scheme
University of Sunderland
The Devil’s baits: the literatures of sport
and gambling, 1770-1840

David Tuckett PhD
Self-employed psychoanalyst in private
practice and Visiting Professor
University College London
A psychoanalytic study of investment
markets
Marion Turner DPhil
Lecturer in Medieval Literatures
King’s College London
Thomas Usk and London textual
production
Gabriele vom Bruck PhD
Lecturer in Social Anthropology
School of Oriental and African Studies,
University of London
Biography as historical writing: a 20thcentury Yemeni life story
Graham Walker PhD
Professor of Political History
Queen’s University Belfast
Northern Ireland, Scotland and
Devolution, 1945-79
Cynthia Weber PhD
Professor of International Relations
Lancaster University
Dying to be American
Wendy Webster PhD
Professor of Contemporary British
History
University of Central Lancashire
Englishness and Europe, 1940-1973

Sawfly larvae group together for protection, when disturbed they all
go into an S shape and wiggle around.
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John Wildman DPhil
Reader in Health Economics
University of Newcastle
Investigating health inequalities in the
UK
Ruth Wittlinger PhD
Lecturer in Politics
University of Durham
German national identity in the 21st
century
Andrew Wood PhD
Reader in Social History
University of East Anglia
Social memory and the uses of the past
Christopher Wright PhD
Professor of Electronic and Computer
Engineering
University of Exeter
The cognitive, configurable,
chalcogenide computer
Jeremy Wyatt PhD
Senior Lecturer in Computer Science
University of Birmingham
Planning the gathering and processing
of visual information in robots
Anthony Zito PhD
Reader in Politics
University of Newcastle
Comparing environmental agencies and
governance

Regina Weinert PhD
Senior Lecturer in German Linguistics
University of Sheffield
Syntax, deixis and discourse in spoken
German and English

STUDY ABROAD
FELLOWSHIPS

Jennifer Welsh DPhil
University Lecturer in International
Relations
University of Oxford
Sovereignty as responsibility: normative
change and IR

Paul Grassia PhD
Senior Lecturer, School of Chemical
Engineering and Analytical Science
University of Manchester
Compressional rheology of sludges

Awards made in 2006
RAAC Awards
Jonathan Harwood PhD
Reader in History of Science and
Technology
University of Manchester
Genetics and agriculture in Germany,
1890-1945

Geoff Wilson PhD
Professor in Human Geography
University of Plymouth
Maori indigenous forest management in
New Zealand

Neville Kirk PhD
Professor of History
Manchester Metropolitan University
Globalizing labour

EMERITUS FELLOWSHIPS

Sheila Lennon-Fraser PhD
Senior Lecturer in Physiotherapy
University of Ulster
Promoting international collaboration in
physiotherapy
Andrew Mackenzie PhD FRSE
Professor of Condensed Matter Physics
University of St Andrews
Quantitative spectroscopy of correlated
electrons
Kieran McEvoy PhD
Professor of Law and Transitional Justice
Queen’s University Belfast
Reconstructing justice beyond the state
Patrick McGovern DPhil
Senior Lecturer, Department of
Sociology
London School of Economics and
Political Science
Labour market inequality and
comparative immigration
Martin O’Kane PhD
Senior Lecturer in Biblical Studies
University of Wales, Lampeter
Text and image: scripture and visual
culture
Toby Pennington DPhil
Head, Tropical Diversity Section
Royal Botanic Garden Edinburgh
Linking systematics, ecology and
evolution
Kate Spencer PhD
Lecturer in Physical Geography
Queen Mary, University of London
Floc structure of geochemically labelled
tracer sediment
Ian Walker MSc
Professor of Economics
University of Warwick
Children’s health, parental background
and policy

Professor R J Abraham PhD DSc
Computer modelling of 1H NMR
chemical shifts
Dr Roger L Blackman PhD
A handbook of British Macrosiphini
(Aphididae)
Professor Martin Blinkhorn DPhil
Britons, brigands and international
kidnapping in the Mediterranean world,
1837-1910
Mr Richard Bourne OBE MA
Biographical research on President Lula
of Brazil
Ms Susan E Branford MA
Political factors driving deforestation in
the Amazon
Professor Hilda M Brown MA DLitt
The total work of art: a 19th century
quest
Dr Philip Butterworth
Staging English Medieval Theatre
Professor Anthony Cockerill PhD
Industrial structure, performance and
public policy

Professor Anthony Dixon DPhil
Temperature and the distribution of
insects
Professor Robert Dodgshon PhD FBA
Cultural ecology of alpine communities,
1500-1900
Professor Ian Douglas PhD
Rainforest logging and catchment
hydrological recovery
Professor John H D Eland DPhil FRS
Multiple photoionisation of atoms and
molecules
Professor Gillian Anne Gehring OBE
DPhil DSc
Theoretical and experimental studies of
magnetic oxides
Professor Lyn Innes PhD
Edition of two narratives by Francis
Fedric
Professor Robert Owen Jones PhD
The dynamics of a Welsh language
revival in Chubet
Professor Wojtek J Krzanowski PhD
Optimal predictive partitioning
Professor John R Kusel PhD
Signalling from the surface membrane
to the schistosome excretory system
Dr Philip D Lane PhD
Silurian trilobites from north
Queensland

Professor John Collis PhD
The Iron Age and Roman farm at
Owslebury, Hampshire
Professor John L Culhane PhD FRS
Studies of solar flare and CME energy
release with the Japanese Solar-B
spacecraft
Professor Alan Davies PhD
Native speakers and native users
Professor Harry T Dickinson PhD DLitt
FRSE
Pamphlets on Britain and the American
Revolution, 1763-1785
Professor James H Dickson PhD FRSE
Archaeobiology of ancient icemen

A high marginal settlement in the French Alps, one of a number
being studied as part of a project on cultural ecology of Alpine
communities, 1500-1900 AD.
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Professor C Alex Longhurst PhD
Unamuno’s theory of the novel

Professor David J Rowlands PhD
Molecular studies on positive stranded
RNA viruses

Professor Ivana Markova PhDr FBA
FRSE
Trust in social representations and
dialogicality

Professor Robert H Taylor PhD
General Ne Win and the creation of
Myanmar

Professor Tony Mason PhD
The British and world football in the 20th
century

Professor Michael S Tite DPhil
Production technology of early vitreous
materials

Professor W D McComb PhD
A study of unresolved issues in
turbulence theory

Professor Alexandre E Zalesski PhD DSc
Recognition problems of
representations of finite and algebraic
groups

Professor John J McGarvey PhD
Towards a novel probe of visionimpairing diseases
Professor David L McMullen PhD FBA
Political life in Tang China
Professor John Page BA
Updating UN WMO advice on building
climatology
Professor David F Parker PhD FRSE
Guided nonlinear waves in elasticity and
optics
Professor Pamela Pilbeam PhD
The Saint-Simonians: free love to big
business
Dr John D Pryce PhD
Continuation of work on international
Interval Subroutine Library project
Professor Martin Richards PhD ScD
A history of reproductive and genetic
choice

STUDY ABROAD
STUDENTSHIPS
Zachary Abraham BA
Research master’s in Middle East
politics – France
James Baldwin BA MA
An Ottoman community in court –
Egypt and Turkey
Harriet Bartlam BSc
Community ecology of herbivores in the
Okavango – Botswana
David Cantor BA MA MSc
The right of forcibly displaced persons
to return home – Colombia
Camillia Cowling BA MA
Engendering abolition: women and
urban slavery, 1870-1888 – Brazil and
Cuba
Jonathan Deakin BA
Advanced training in cello performance
– Germany
Gawain Glenton BMus
Cornetto playing and the art of
improvisation – Switzerland

The newly-discovered 400 million year old head of a trilobite
from the Silurian-age Tomcat Creek Limestone of Queensland,
Australia.
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Fitting GPS collars to zebra to track thier movements in the
Okavango Delta region of Botswana.

Timothy Hawes BSc MA MSc
Ecology, physiology and molecular
biology of arthropods in mountain
ecosystems – New Zealand
Mirième Hill BSc
Field guiding and sustainable tourism
management – South Africa
Rico Isaacs BA MSc
Political institutions in post-Soviet
Central Asia – Kazakhstan
Nikola Milic BA MPhil
The effects of politically motivated
language changes in the history of
Italian on its diachronic development –
Italy
Philip Molloy BSc PhD
Genetic diversity and extinction risk –
Canada
Suren Sorathia MSci
Application of quantum chaos to atomic
nuclei – Mexico

Nicole Goldstein BA
Master in international studies – Italy

François Soyer MA MPhil
The Portuguese and Spanish
inquisitions (1480-1730) – Portugal

Charlotte Gore BA MA
The changing perceptions of nature in
Germany, 1880-1914 – Germany

Hugh Sturrock BSc
Epidemiology of avian malaria in native
New Zealand penguins – New Zealand

Tristan Guttridge BSc
Social behaviour and organisation of
lemon sharks – Bahamas

David Toney BSc MPhil
Building a large vocabulary
conversational assistant – France

Awards made in 2006
RAAC Awards
James Vigus BA MPhil PhD
Henry Crabb Robinson: British
Germanophile in Jena 1802-1805 –
Germany

Warren Cross MSci PhD
School of Chemistry
University of Nottingham
A catalytic functionalisation of alkanes

Joseph Walkling BA
Dance Apprentice Network aCross
Europe (D.A.N.C.E.) – Germany

Gábor Csányi BA MA PhD
Cavendish Laboratory
University of Cambridge
À la carte accuracy in atomistic
simulation

Helen Wheeler BA MRes
Climate change impacts on alpine
herbivores – Canada

EARLY CAREER FELLOWSHIPS
Sebastian Ahnert BA PhD
Cavendish Laboratory
University of Cambridge
Analysis methods for weighted and
directed networks
Samir Ayoub BSc PhD
Experimental Pathology Group
Queen Mary, University of London
Cyclooxygenase variants in temperature
regulation
Patricia Akester LLM PhD
Faculty of Law
University of Cambridge
Technological accommodation of
conflicts between freedom of speech
and DRM
Roxana Baiasu BA MA PhD
Department of Philosophy
University of Sussex
On the human condition: being in
space, time and language
Andrew Bayliss BSc PhD
School of Psychology
University of Wales, Bangor
The neural basis of social gaze
perception
Sean Brady BA MA PhD
School of History, Classics and
Archaeology
Birkbeck, University of London
Religion, masculinity and sex in
England, 1840-1914

Anna Dezeuze BA MA MPhil PhD
Art History and Visual Studies
University of Manchester
Dematerialisation and the politics of
precariousness
Anoop Dhoot MSci PhD
Cavendish Laboratory
University of Cambridge
Device photophysics of polymer
semiconductors
Lawrence Dritsas BA MSc PhD
Science Studies Unit
University of Edinburgh
Science in the Central African
Federation, 1953-64
John Fagg BA MA PhD
School of American and Canadian
Studies
University of Nottingham
Genre and sketch: 19th century forms in
20th century culture
Howard Falcon-Lang BSc PhD
Department of Earth Sciences
University of Bristol
Cretaceous biomes: an analogue for
global warming
Kirsten Fenton MA MPhil PhD
School of History and Classics
University of Edinburgh
Noblewomen, property and power in
Normandy, 10th–12th centuries

Paul Graham BSc DPhil
Department of Biology and
Environmental Science
University of Sussex
Visually guided route navigation in ants
Thomas Hearn BSc MSc PhD
Human Genetics Division
University of Southampton
Investigation of a novel centrosomal
protein, ALMS1
Jonathan Houseley MSci MRes PhD
Wellcome Trust Centre for Cell Biology
University of Edinburgh
Substrate recognition by the TRAMP
complexes
Susan James BEd MSc PhD
Department of Economics
University of Oxford
Practical implications of Vocational
Education and Training (VET) policy
reform in England and South Africa
Laura Jeffery BA MPhil PhD
Social Anthropology
University of Edinburgh
Chagossian strategies of migration and
integration in Crawley
William Jenkinson BSc MPhil PhD
MRC Centre for Immune Regulation
University of Birmingham
Mesenchyme function in thymic
development
Domino Joyce BSc PhD
School of Biological Sciences
University of Hull
Habitat-driven runaway sexual selection
fuels speciation
Sugata Kaviraj MSci MSc DPhil
Department of Astrophysics
University of Oxford
Early-type galaxies: 8 billion years of
evolution

Thomas Charlton BA MPhil PhD
Department of English Literature
University of Sheffield
Early modern obedience, 1500-1700

Siggy Frank BA DPhil
Department of Russian and Slavonic
Studies
University of Nottingham
Russian émigré theatre in Berlin and
Paris, 1920-39

Michael Kerr BA MSc PhD
Department of International History
London School of Economics and
Political Science
Northern Ireland under Direct Rule:
1972-77

Sarah Cook BA MA PhD
School of Arts, Design, Media and
Culture
University of Sunderland
Curating new media art

Giancarlo Gavioli BEng MRes PhD
Department of Electronic and Electrical
Engineering
University College London
160Gb/s digital optical devices

Kristin Kovarovic BA MSc PhD
Department of Anthropology
University College London
Hominin palaeoecology: comparing
fossil bovid evidence
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Kevin Lane BA MPhil PhD
Department of Archaeology
University of Manchester
Technological landscapes of the ancient
Andes

Stephen Lowry BSc PhD
Astrophysics Research Centre
Queen’s University Belfast
Formation and evolution of the solar
system

Thomas Richards BSc MSc DPhil
School of Biosciences
University of Exeter
Comparative genomics and eukaryote
cell evolution

Mark Leake BA MSc MA PhD
Clarendon Laboratory
University of Oxford
Molecular exploration of chemotaxis
with advanced optics

Michael Mack BA PhD
School of Languages and European
Studies
University of Reading
Spinoza’s nature and the ethics of a
divergent body politic

Julia Rouse BA PhD
Centre for Enterprise
Manchester Metropolitan University
Maternity in small enterprise: a
longitudinal study

Elaine Leong BA MA MSc DPhil
History Department
University of Warwick
Reading for cures in early modern
England
Barry Lomax BSc MRes PhD
Department of Animal and Plant
Sciences
University of Sheffield
Ozone layer stability in a greenhouse
world

Andrea Major MA MSc PhD
School of History and Classics
University of Edinburgh
Slavery and the Raj: empire, abolition
and unfree labour in India, 1790-1857
Mark Mathuray BA BA MA PhD
Department of English
Royal Holloway, University of London
Texts and contexts of African literary
modernism
Lesley McFadyen MA MA PhD
School of Archaeology and Ancient
History
University of Leicester
Archaeological architectures

Coring of the Prehispanic Collpacocha Dam [4000m], Cordillera
Negra, Ancash, Peru.
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Jacqueline Stedall MA MSc PGCE PhD
Mathematical Institute
University of Oxford
The theory of equations in the
eighteenth century
Elen Stokes LLB PhD
School of Law
University of Manchester
The precautionary principle in practice
Monica Tamariz MSc PhD
Department of Linguistics and English
Language
University of Edinburgh
Exploring the evolutionary dynamics of
language

Leila McKellar BA MA DPhil
Department of History of Art
University of Sussex
The art of Helen Chadwick

Youra Taroyan MSc CSc PhD
Department of Mathematics
University of Sheffield
New challenges and prospects in
diagnostics and modeling of the solar
coronal plasma

Jude Murison BA MSc PhD
Centre of African Studies
University of Edinburgh
A socio-legal study of refugee-returnees
to Uganda

Claire Taylor BA MA PhD
Classics and Ancient History
University of Manchester
Wealth, power, and social change in 4thcentury Athens

Conrad Nieduszynski BA PhD
Institute of Medical Sciences
University of Aberdeen
Finding and characterizing DNA
replication origins

Nafsika Thalassis BSc MSc PhD
European Studies Research Institute
University of Salford
Psychiatry and the armed forces during
the Second World War

James Palmer BA MPhil PhD
School of History
University of Nottingham
Time and power in the early medieval
west

Ben Webb BSc MSc PhD
School of Psychology
University of Nottingham
Neural mechanisms of perceptual
learning

Henry Power BA MSt PhD
Department of English
University of Bristol
The reception of Virgil during the
English Civil War

Thomas Yarrow BA MPhil PhD
Department of Social Anthropology
University of Manchester
Contesting ‘development’ and
‘modernity’

Awards made in 2006
Photographs from award recipients
Page – 42
Baroness Susan Greenfield, Royal Institution of Great Britain
Royal Institution Christmas Lecture 2006.

Page – 50
Dr Bernard Lanskey, Guildhall School of Music and Drama
Chamber Music Fellowship Programme.

Page – 42
Professor Feodor M Borodich, Cardiff University
Adhesive interactions between particles and surfaces at
micro/nanometre scales.

Page – 52
Professor Richard E P Winpenny, University of Manchester
Studies of magnetic molecules: interplay of synthesis, theory
and experiment.

Page – 43
Professor Charles Seaton Cockell, Open University
Investigations on micro-organisms that colonise and
metabolise volcanic rocks.

Page – 54
Dr Timothy J Wright, University of Leeds
Geophysics.

Page – 44
Dr Claire Halpin, University of Dundee
Towards gene targeting in higher plants.
Page – 44
Professor Katrina Brown, University of East Anglia
Resilience of coastal socio-ecological systems to climate
change in East Africa.
Page – 45
Dr Ian Douglas Pulford, University of Glasgow
Quantification of natural attenuation by organic soil on
metal-contaminated land.

Page – 55
Jane Boyd BA, Self-employed fine artist
Concrete liaisons: temporal behaviour in urban spaces.
Page – 57
Dr Eithne Quinn, University of Manchester
The culture and commerce of blaxploitation film.
Page – 57
Dr Ana Sendova-Franks, University of the West of England
The collective intelligence of movement in ants.
Page – 58
Dr Mike Speed, University of Liverpool
Exploring optimisation of defences in prey animals: an
individual-based approach.

Page – 45
Dr Christopher Thomas Perry, Manchester Metropolitan
University
Tropical carbonate sediment records of environmental and
sea-level change.

Page – 59
Professor Robert Dodgshon
Cultural ecology of alpine communities, 1500-1900.

Page – 46
Dr Daniel Thomas Haydon, University of Glasgow
Controlling infectious disease in wildlife populations.

Page – 60
Dr Philip D Lane
Silurian trilobites from north Queensland.

Page – 46
Mr Neil G W Curtis, University of Aberdeen
Isotope analysis of Scottish cist skeletons for beaker typing,
dating and diet.

Page – 60
Harriet Bartlam BSc
Community ecology of herbivores in the Okavango
– Botawana.

Page – 47
Dr Dirk Obbink, Christ Church, University of Oxford
The reception of Greek literature: traditions of the fragment
300BC-800AD.

Page – 62
Dr Kevin Lane, University of Manchester
Technological landscapes of the ancient Andes.

Page – 48
Dr Kate Cain, University of Lancaster
Cognitive factors involved in children’s acquisition of printed
word meanings.
Page – 48
Professor Robert Alan Kennedy, University of Dundee
Eye movement control of information extraction while
watching moving images.
Page – 49
Ms Amanda Savidge, Worcester Porcelain Museum
Artist in Residence: Ms Sara Hayward.
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The Leverhulme Trust in 2006
Leverhulme Trust staff in 2006
Carolyn Allen

Science Writer

Claire Avery

Grants Administrative Officer – RAAC

Jane Andrews

Applications Officer – Grants

Richard Brook

Director

Jean Cater

Grants Manager – RAAC

Tony Clinch

Director of Finance

Anne Dean

Assistant Director

Gillian Dupin

Personal Assistant to the Director

May Everett

Administrative Assistant – Finance

Bridget Kerr

Senior Administrative Officer – RAAC

Lynn Oliver

Finance Manager

Francis Peel

Communications Officer

Michael Shilling

Support Services Assistant

Beryl Thomas

Administrative Assistant – Finance

Nicola Thorp

Senior Administrative Officer – Grants
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